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SUPERFUND OVERVIEW 
1986 - 1989 
ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNICAL 
ASSISTANCE GROUP 
THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 
INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC SERVICE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 
INSTIruTE FOR PUBLIC SERVICE 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Tennessee Municipal and County Officials 
FROM: Environmental Technical Assistance Group 19 86-19 89 
DATE : June 27, 19 89 
891 Twentieth Street 
Knoxville, Tennessee 37996-4400 
(615) 974,5301 
SUBJECT : Superfund Proj ect, IPS/Environmental Technical Assistance Group (ETAG) 
19 86 -19 89 
Beginning July 1, 19 86 , the Tennessee Department of Health and Environment (TDHE), 
Division of Superfund, contracted with The University of Tennessee's Institute For 
Public Service, Municipal Technical Advisory Service, and County Technical Assistance 
Service, for University Technical Assistance in the implementation of specific aspects 
of the 19 83 Tennessee Hazardous Waste Management Act (Tennessee Superfund Law) . This 
package has been prepared to give the recipient an overview of ETAG proj ect activities 
through the completion of the contract (June 30 , 1989 ). 
ETAG's proj ects consisted of generating and following an annual workplan; 
preparing a generic community relations plan (CRP); preparing pamphlets; an II-minute 
color video program; and writing Superfund articles for Tech Trends, a monthly insert 
in Tenn essee Town and City. A range of ot her special technical assistance proj ects 
were completed by various staff members assigned to the ETAG proj ect . Staff members 
worked with local officials and with TDHE off icials in Nashville; with regional 
offices in Jackson, Nashville, Chattanooga, and Knoxville; and smaller offices in 
Memphis and Johnson City. 
Superfund sites can have a maj or impact on a city's finances and/or community 
image when city or county governments are partial or primary contributors of wastes 
that enter a promulgated site, or when a city or county government is otherwise 
described as a potential responsible party (PRP). Even when sites are owned by 
industries, it is in the interest of the local government to check the site status 
reports, keep citizens informed, and to assist in all practical ways to achieve 
effective site remediation. Early reporting or recognition of sites and prompt 
remediation, can minimize the potential spread of pollution. 
After reviewing the available references enclosed, if a local government still has 
suggestions or need current information, the TDHE regional offices can provide 
interested officials with a copy of the current promulgated list and/or possibly a 
copy of the Master Suspect site list, by county. In  addition, the Superfund TDHE 
officials can give status information, coordinate public meetings, answer specific 
questions, and provide assistance to local government. We would encourage local 
governments to ask for status reports, public meetings, and to be proactive regarding 
site identification, evaluation, and remediation. 
Environmental Technical Assistance Group Consultants: 
J ames D. Harless 
Lauren A. Heffelman 
Anderson W. J ordan 
C. Richard Phebus 
T. Randall Williams 
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Repr in ted from Vo l ume I, No . 5, December 2 2, 1 986, page 1 
SUPERFUND: NEW KID ON THE BLOCK 
by Randy Williams 
For the past couple of years, a new word has appeared frequently in the news 
media and in the vocabulary of many persons interested in the quality of the 
environment. The word is SUPERFUND. 
The Comprehens ive Environmental Response Compensat ion and Liabil i ty Act (CERCLA) 
of 19 80 , bet ter known as the Federal Superfund Law, authorized the federal government 
to respond directly to releases or threatened releases of hazardous substances, 
pollutants or contaminants that may endanger the public health, welfare, or the 
environment. Recently, the Federal Superfund Law appropriation jumped from the 
initial 19 80 appropriation level of $1. 6 billion, to a new funding authorization in 
19 86 of $8. 5 billion over the next five years. The fund is financed by the taxes 
on the manufacture or import of certain chemical and petroleum products, interest 
and cost recovery from responsible parties, and the balance from the general federal 
revenues. 
There are more than 80 0 sites listed on the Federal Superfund List. Six of the 
listed sites are located in Tennessee. 
The Tennessee Hazardous Waste Management Act of 19 83, referred to as the 
Tennessee Superfund Law, went into effect in July 19 83. The major purpose of the 
law is to facilitate identification, investigation, containment and cleanup including 
moni toring and maintenance of inactive hazardous substance sites in Tennessee, 
through the creation of the state superfund list. Most of the sites on the Tennessee 
Superfund List have not been determined to rate enough significant potential harm 
to the public or the environment to be listed on the Federal Superfund List . The 
Tennessee Superfund Law is funded through the Tennessee hazardous waste remedial 
action fund. Presently, the fund has a $5 million balance. The fund is financed 
through fees levied on hazardous waste generators and transporters and matched by 
allocations from the state general fund. The level of funding is designated to 
maintain an unobligated balance of $3 million to $5 million. 
An important part of both the state and federal superfund program efforts is 
to encourage voluntary cleanups by private industries and/or individuals when they 
are responsible for creating the hazardous release or potential release. The state 
and federal superfunds are reimbursable. The state and federal government can take 
legal action to recover its costs, including costs for investigations, containment, 
cleanup, monitoring and maintenance, from those identified as being responsible for 
creating the problem. Anyone liable for a release who fails to take ordered action, 
may be liable for punitive damages equal to three times the government's response 
costs . 
The University of Tennessee's Municipal Technical Advisory Service 
891 Twentieth Street, Knoxville, Tennessee 37996-4400 615/974-5301 
The Tennessee Superfund Law is being administered by the Tennessee Department 
of Health and Environment, Division of Superfund, headed by Director James Ault and 
Assistant Director Don Shackleford. The Division of Superfund is composed of 
approximately 28 staff members including five geologists, six environmental 
engineers, five chemists and one toxicologist. The division has field offices 
located in Jackson, Chattanooga and Knoxville as well as Nashville. 
The University of Tennessee Environmental Technical Assistance group in 
cooperation with the Tennessee Department of Health and Environment, Division of 
Superfund, will be conducting Superfund workshops in late January or early February. 
The workshops will be held in Jackson, Nashville and Knoxville. The workshops will 
include an overview of the State and Federal Superfund Laws, Superfund site 
remediation process, state Superfund list priority ranking system and other 
information. Local officials who suspect potential Superfund sites or inactive 
hazardous dump sites in your communities are urged to attend these workshops for a 
better understanding of the Superfund process. 
For Tech Trends Reprints 
Contact: Christina Goode-Editor, MTAS, 891 Twentieth Street, Knoxville, TN 
37996-4400, 615/974-5301. 
Tech ren s 
Repr i n ted from Volume II, No . 2, Apr i l  1 3, 1 987, page 2 
WHAT'S SO SUPER ABOUT SUPERFUND? 
by James D. Harless 
I was talking to a local government official about Superfund during a break at 
the Superfund Workshop in Jackson in February. He asked if the state or federal 
Superfund is a grant to local government or private industry to clean up toxic waste 
sites. I said no. Then he asked if it is a fund for the state or federal government 
to come into the community and to pay the costs and to clean up any existing toxic 
waste sit es. I said no, not exactly. Then he asked, "What 's so super about 
Superfund? "  
Now that's a fair question, and one that deserves an answer. I will use 
primarily the Tennessee State Superfund program as my example to take this look at 
Superfund . 
The intent of the 1983 law is to provide responsible management for 
identification, investigation, containment, and clean-up to include monitoring and 
maintenance for inactive hazardous waste sites in Tennessee. The money in the fund 
called the Haz ardous Wa s t e  Remed i al Ac t i on Fund , comes from service fees on hazardous 
waste generators and transporters matched by state funding, at about $3 to $5 
million. If that seems like a "super " amount of money, the federal fund is about 
$8. 5 billion to be used toward appropriate remedial actions. As you may have guessed 
by now, the individual site action phases can be very expensive. 
Although the state can expend money in some direct ways, and by contract for 
the accomplishment of the necessary phases of the clean-up of a site that requires 
remedial action, the major objective is to require responsible party clean-up of 
the site .  When money is used to perform higher or lower priority remedial activity, 
the state Superfund field staff, in addition to the administrative and legal staff, 
will seek to recover the costs and additional punitive damages and/or applicable 
civil and criminal penalties from all responsible parties . 
The Superfund program has been in operation about three years, with several 
sites in status categories of preliminary assessment, site inspection, and further 
investigation, and other sites in the state of remedial action completed, cost 
recovery pending, and on-going monitoring and maintenance. The site discovery 
program uses citizen complaints, industrial leads, other state programs, surveys, 
a toll- free Superfund Hotline (1-800-2 51-3479) and other methods to locate possible 
problem sites . There are presently hundreds of state and federal Superfund sites. 
Both the State of Tennessee and the Environmental Protection Agency use a 
"hazard risk evaluation " approach to determine which sites can be just ified for 
placement on federal or state lists, and in what priority. EPA takes the lead on 
decisions, follow-up and/or enforcement for federal Superfund sites, while the State 
of Tennessee Superfund staff will take the lead role for other Tennessee sites . 
The University of Tennessee's Municipal Technical Advisory Service 
891 Twentieth Street, Knoxville, Tennessee 37996-4400 615/974-5301 
Well, what is 80 super about Superfund, other than the fact that a good deal 
of funds are required in order to accomplish the objectives? For one thing, the 
federal and state legislatures appear to have done a good job to provide the 
regulators and service providers with a serious legal mechanism to t",ork toward 
solving and preventing many potential environmental problems involving mish�ndled 
toxic wastes. 
The State of Tennessee Department of Health and Environment Superfund staff 
members have made much progress in the three years since the passage of the Tennessee 
Hazardous Waste Management Act. They have also initiated inter-governmental 
agreements with The University of Tennessee's Institute for Publ ic Service, MTAS/CTAS 
units with the utilization of a statewide three-man team known as the Environmental 
Technical Assistance Group, under Proj ect Director Randy Will iams. The state 
actually interfaces and draws assistance from other University IPS resources and 
other profession�l resources. 
Take a moment and consider the size of the problems and the current combined 
and cooperative improvement efforts being made on behalf of the public--is that super 
or not? 
The challenge to all of us is to provide a substantial local governmental 
endeavor to manage compliance with new regulations and accomplish these goals in the 
best and most effective manner. 
Individuals who are interested in the Superfund program and would like a copy 
of the Environmental Technical Assistance Group (ETAG) manual, should contact Jim 
Harless in Knoxville (615) 974-5301; Randy Williams in Nashville (615) 256-8141; or 
Dick Phebus in Martin (901) 587-7055. 
For Tech Trends Reprints 
Contact:: Christina Goode-Editor, MTAS, 891 Twentieth Street, Knoxville, TN 
37996-4400, 615/974-5301. 
Etch Tren s 
Repr i n ted from Volume II, No . 3, June 8, 1 9 87, page 3 
FOCUS ON SUPERFUND PRIORITIES 
by James D. Harless 
In early 19 87, The University of Tennessee's Institute for Public Service ( IPS ) 
and the Center for Government Training, assisted by several staff members of the 
Tennessee Department of Heal th and Environment, coordinated Tennessee Superfund 
workshops in Jackson and Nashville . The workshops, attended by several interested 
local officials, were to identify needs and priorities within the state, as well as 
to inform officials as to the direction of the program. 
Randy Williams, Environmental Technical Assistance Group Project Director, and 
chairman of the Superfund workshops, presented some key issues to local government 
officials about Superfund sites, phases, and impacts. The Superfund site lists 
indicate that ( excluding federal sites ) there are 94 facilities in Tennessee, with 
others still being added. Of these, 43 percent are in East Tennessee; 32 percent 
in Middle Tennessee; and 2 5  percent in West Tennessee. Fifty-four percent are in 
cities and 46 percent are in non-municipal county sites. Cities own 16 percent and 
counties own about six percent of the present sites. 
The workshops informed officials that there may be Superfund sites not yet 
identif ied. It is to the advantage of governmental units to keep records on 
landfills or other disposal sites, and what commercial or industrial waste was or 
is being accepted or excluded. Records will be increasingly important with the next 
emphasis on quality waste disposal and protection of groundwater as well as other 
assets. 
Public education is needed early so that if and when a project reaches a phase 
that is given media attention, local officials and community citizens are prepared 
and adequately informed about site status, health and safety issues, or long-term 
land use options for the site or land adjacent to the site. The new Environmental 
Technical Assistance Group program and the existing Wastewater Technical Assistance 
Program, both now headed by Andy Jordan, are programs in which The University of 
Tennessee's Municipal Technical Advisory Service/County Technical Assistance Service 
work to educate and communicate to city officials and state public health 
regulations. 
We are all consumers of products and services provided by manufacturers and 
service companies. In this way, our demand for services is the reason some hazardous 
by-products and waste products are increasing. Thus, we are all responsible for 
hazardous and nonhazardous waste generation, due to our consumption of goods and 
services. This obvious fact, however, has not kept many citizen groups and 
individuals from opposing area landfills based on their concerns, real or 
exaggerated, about the disposal site impact on the community . 
The University of Tennessee's Municipal Technical Advisory Service 
891 Twentieth Street, Knoxville, Tennessee 37996-4400 615/974-5301 
Many segments of the public still need training and information to understand 
that the applicable regulations will result in a safe disposal operation. Efforts 
must be increased to minimize waste volume, recycle wastes, and work toward improved 
waste handling techniques if we are to maintain a healthy environment. 
For further information on Superfund, please contact J im Harless, Knoxville 
( 6 1 5 )  9 7 4-5 3 0 1 ;  Dick Phebus, Martin ( 9 0 1 )  58 7 - 7 0 5 5 ;  or Andy Jordan, Nashville ( 6 1 5 )  
2 5 6 -8 1 4 1 . 
For Tech Trends Reprints 
Contact: Christina Goode-Editor, MTAS, 8 9 1  Twentieth Street, Knoxville, TN 
3 7 9 9 6 -4400,  6 1 5 / 9 7 4 - 5 3 0 1 .  
ech reD s 
Reprinted from Volume II, No . 4, September 14, 1987, page 2 
SOMETIMES FREE COSTS TOO MUCH 
by James D. Harless 
How often do local governments find themselves in situations where they are 
being offered "free land" from individuals or companies? Many times cities accept 
these offers gratefully, yet find they have rece ived a costly "gift. " Should a 
hazardous waste site be discovered on the property, it is the local government, not 
the previous owner, who is responsible for the cleanup costs. Once the local 
government becomes the owner of property, either by gift or otherwise, it assumes 
the role of "responsible party, " and thus becomes liable for costs associated with 
present or future cleanup. These costs can run into the millions in some cases. 
To further complicate matters, the federal and state governments do not care whether 
the current owner 1 )  created the waste site, 2) consented to the waste being dumped 
there, or 3 )  even knew about the site. 
The practice of using the city attorney to do a title and land use search, 
having city officials look at adjacent property condition and use, and any other 
action that might be done if the city were buying the land, is strongly encouraged. 
Should a city find itself in a position of owning a site which has been found 
to contain hazardous waste, MTAS's Environmental Technical Assistance Group 
consultants suggest the following actions: 
1. Work to remedy the situation should be begun as soon as possible . 
2. I f  at all possible, plan to have local staff perform cleanup work instead 
of contracting Superfund staff to reduce costs and possible penalties. 
For Tech Trends Reprints 
Contact: Christina Goode-Editor, MTAS, 8 9 1  Twentieth Street, Knoxville, TN 
3 7 9 9 6 - 440 0 ,  6 15 / 9 7 4- 5 3 0 1 .  
The University of Tennessee's Municipal Technical Advisory Service 
891 Twentieth Street, Knoxville, Tennessee 37996-4400 615/974-5301 
ech rends 
Reprinted from Volume II, No. 5, October 26, 1987, page 4 
STATE TO STUDY CLOSED WAYNE COUNTY LANDFILL, DECIDE ON CONTAMINATION 
by Richard D. Phebus 
The Wayne County Landfill, which was opened in 1 9 7 6, and operated by the county 
for nine years until it was closed in 1 9 8 6 ,  is presently a source of allegations of 
contamination of groundwater. Local residents have complained about contamination 
of the groundwater downstream from the landfill, which they use as their sole source 
of drinking water. The State Division of Solid Waste and the State Division of 
Superfund have been called into the conflict because both divisions have some 
jurisdiction in the matter. A landfill by itself would not trigger action by the 
Division of Superfund; however, if hazardous waste is found in the abandoned site, 
the state can move in, due to the environmental threat. In order to determine if 
the landfill is in fact the cause of the contamination, the state has joined together 
with the U. S. Geological Survey to study the flow of water both above ground and 
underground. Leachate from the landfill will also be studied to determine its 
chemical qualities. 
The study will take approximately 1 8  months to complete, with status reports 
due at various intervals. If the study shows that the drinking water and groundwater 
system is being contaminated by the landfill, Wayne County would become a responsible 
party in the clean-up of the groundwater. This process could take years and cost 
millions of dollars . During its operation, the landfill accepted both domestic and 
industrial wastes; however, the exact contents of the landfill are unknown. 
Preliminary sampling suggests that polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and other 
priority pollutants are present. Because the landfill is located on a ridgetop, 
there exists a possibility that contaminants might migrate down to local water 
supplies in existing wells. 
Local government officials in Wayne County are now awaiting word from the State 
of Tennessee over the closure of its locally operated landfill. The outcome will 
determine how two state departments view their policies and regulations toward 
siting, operation, and closure of landfills in Tennessee. At present there are over 
3 0 0  landfills in operation, with many of them owned and operated by local government. 
Many will be anxiously awaiting the outcome of the study concerning Wayne County, 
as it may affect them in the near future. 
For Tech Trends Reprints 
Contact: Christina Goode-Editor, MTAS, 8 9 1  Twentieth Street, Knoxville, TN 
3 7 9 9 6 -4400,  6 1 5 / 9 7 4 - 5 3 0 1 .  
The University of Tennessee's Municipal Technical Advisory Service 
891 Twentieth Street, Knoxville, Tennessee 37996-4400 615/974-5301 
ec-- reD s 
Reprinted from Volume III, No. 3, March 28, 1988, page 1 
MAKING SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT DECI S IONS 
by James D. Harless 
Whether you use a flow diagram (see insert, as attached) , or customize an 
evaluation approach, Solid Waste Management Decisions are clearly complex decisions 
with major impacts on community environmental quality, service delivery, 
health/safety, and related issues. All of the system components that are evaluated 
are looked upon with substantial public interest. The public interest is usually 
an earnest interest in environmental quality, health/safety, natural resource 
protection, property value impact in general, service quality, costs to consumers, 
and often leads to the NIMBY acronym for "not in my back yard. " 
The local government that holds the leadership role for decisions for the 
community solid waste management plan has a very substantial responsibility, and 
often a difficult task. There is the temptation to leave past systems in place, if 
they seem to be presently working without complaint. , However, a substantial lead 
time is required to open a disposal site and to alter service delivery options. 
There is also the reality that many Tennessee landfills are almost full, and many 
collection and transport systems may soon need updating or altering. A range of 
recycling/waste reduction, and disposal options are worthy of consideration. 
As city and county officials work toward making decisions regarding solid waste 
management, a number of sources of information are available. Some examples are as 
follows: 
1. The University of Tennessee's Institute for Public Service 
a. Municipal Technical Advisory Service 
b. County Technical Assistance Service 
c. Environmental Technical Assistance Group 
d. Center for Industrial Service 
2. Tennessee Valley Authority ' s  Waste Management Institute 
3 .  Private Engineering Consulting Firms 
4 .  Tennessee Department of Health and Environment, Regional Divisions of Solid 
Waste Management 
5 .  Solid Waste I ndustry/Service Provider 
6 .  Governmental Refuse Collection/Disposal Association 
7 .  National Solid Waste Management Association. 
The University of Tennessee's Municipal Technical Advisory Service 
891 Twentieth Street, Knoxville, Tennessee 37996-4400 615/974-5301 
University based public service programs cannot substitute for the energetic 
local vision to look beyond the present and gather the information needed to 
evaluate, decide, and implement. However, we do attempt to provide some decision 
making models to consider, to provide information on some specific components, and 
to consult with local officials to help promote timely and thoughtful solid waste 
management decisions. We also attempt to monitor successful and unsuccessful solid 
waste systems and programs, and to be able to share some of that information. 
In  conclusion, we attempt to provide some information and/or examples or 
organizational/institutional approaches, collection systems, transfer station 
operat ion, processing, disposal option examples, special waste cons iderations, 
landfill planning recycling/waste reduction, and hazardous waste information 
regarding superfund sites and related issues. 
If you have interest in one or more of these topics, the following list of 
contacts may be able to assist or provide other resource contacts: 
MTAS Engineering and Public Works Consultants: 
Elwyn Bembry, Knoxville, 615/974-5301 
A. C. Lock, J ackson, 901/423-3710 
MTAS/CTAS/ETAG 
Environmental Consultants 
Environmental Technical Assistance Group 
Jim Harless, Knoxville, 615/974-5301 
Lauren Heffleman, Nashville, 615/256-8141 
Dick Phebus, Martin, 901/587-7055 
For Tech Trends Reprints 
Contact: Christina Goode-Editor, MTAS, 891 Twentieth Street, Knoxville, TN 
37996-4400, 6 15/974-5301. 
ech rends 
Reprinted from Volume III, No. 4, April 28, 1988, page 1 
S I TE REMEDI ATION PROTECTS WATER 
by James D. Harless 
Clean Water Week will be observed May 2-6. As we look forward to and prepare 
for that occasion, it is timely that the subject of surface and groundwater pollution 
be considered. 
The state and federal superfund programs represent substantial efforts to 
improve water quality in Tennessee. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) , and 
the State of Tennessee are working to correct hazardous waste sites. Currently, EPA 
has the lead role on eight sites, and the State on 268. 
The first step in the remediation (correction) process is a determination of the 
facts of the situation. This study is followed by the distribution of fact sheets, 
and the development of a Community Relations Plan, which recognizes site 
circumstances and the level of community interest. The 1986 Superfund amendments 
place an increased emphasis on citizen participation. State law also establishes 
public meetings and a Community Relations Plan as important priorities. 
It is expected that public meetings will be held for many of the sites under 
study. I t  is not necessary to wait for a public meeting to get information, however. 
MTAS/CTAS environmental consultants will provide information and assistance right 
now. If there are questions or an interest in receiving a status report on the 
efforts to correct a specific site, the information can be obtained. Contact Jim 
Harless in East Tennessee (615) 974-5301, Lauren Heffelman in Middle Tennessee (615) 
256-8141, or Dick Phebus in West Tennessee (901) 587-7055. 
The purpose of the Superfund program is to support the protection and 
enhancement of water resources. It is important that local public officials become 
involved in this effort. Clean Water Week reminds us of that. It is a good time 
to get with it. 
For Tech Trends Reprints 
Contact: Christina Goode-Editor, MTAS, 891 Twentieth Street, Knoxville, TN 
37996-4400, 615/974-5301. 
The University of Tennessee's Municipal Technical Advisory Service 
891 Twentieth Street, Knoxville, Tennessee 37996-4400 615/974-5301 
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Reprinted from Volume III, No. 7, July 25, 1988, page 2 
SUPERFUND SETTLEMENT PROCESS FOR MUNIC IPALITIES: WORK AND DISCUSSION GROUPS FORMED 
by Lauren Heffelman 
This is the first in a series of articles on the Superfund Settlement Process 
concerning municipal liability for hazardous waste sites. 
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is currently developing a municipal 
settlement policy that will provide guidance to the EPA Regions on the participation 
of municipalities in the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and 
Liability Act (CERCLA or "Superfund") settlement process. One key issue is whether 
municipalities that are involved with a Superfund site should be treated like other 
parties involved with a Superfund site (such as industries) in the settlement 
process, since the cities are units of government. The policy will probably address 
such issues as: whether the municipalities should be notified, whether cities should 
be brought into the settlement process, and whether existing settlement tools are 
adequate or appropriate for reaching settlements with cities. 
EPA has formed the Municipal Settlement Work Group to develop this policy. 
This Work Group consists of the EPA and other federal agencies, such as the 
Department of Justice. The Work Group anticipates that their policy will be in the 
Federal Register in October 1988. Public comments can be made after the release 
of this draft policy. 
To enhance the information exchange with the Work Group, the EPA has formed a 
Municipal Settlement Discussion Group (MSDG) . The discussion group is made up of 
private firms, trade associations, and local government associations. 
You can provide input to the Discussion Group by contacting either of the 
following: 
- Carol Kocheisen 
National League of Cities 
Phone: (202) 626-3020 
- Gerard Lavery Lederer 
U. S.  Conference of Mayors 
Phone: (202) 293-7330 
The University of Tennessee's Municipal Technical Advisory Service 
891 Twentieth Street, Knoxville, Tennessee 37996-4400 615/974-5301 
Next month's article will focus on how one municipality is handling the 
Superfund settlement process. If you have any questions concerning these issues, 
feel free to contact Lauren Heffelman at The University of Tennessee, Municipal 
Technical Advisory Service, Suite 402, 226 Capitol Boulevard Building,_ Nashville, 
Tennessee 37219; phone (615) 256-8141. 
For Tech Trends Reprints 
Contact: Christina Goode-Editor, MTAS, 891 Twentieth Street, Knoxville, TN 37996-
4400, 615/974-5301. 
Tec-- Trends 
Reprinted from Volume III, No. 8, August 22, 1988, page 3 
LEWISBURG: A CITY'S PERSPECTIVE ON SUPERFUND LIABIL ITY 
by Lauren Heffelman 
Lewisburg's city manager, Eddie Derryberry, is well acquainted with the issue 
of municipal liability of Superfund sites . In  1986 the EPA notified the City of 
Lewisburg along with several industries, that they were potentially responsible 
parties ( PRPs ) for the Lewisburg Dump, a site which was on the federal list of 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act ( CERCLA or 
"Superfund" ) sites, the National Priority List (NPL ) . EPA stated that a remedial 
investigation and feasibility study of the site was required. The investigation was 
to include: taking soil samples; installing groundwater monitoring wells; taking 
groundwater samples; and other expensive undertakings . The feasibility study was to 
propose options for cleanup based on the investigation . EPA gave the PRPs the option 
of performing the work themselves or letting EPA perform the work - with EPA 
recouping their cost from the responsible parties . 
A team composed of the city, MTAS ' s  Environmental Technical Assistance Group, 
and private industry environmental consul tants, took an innovative approach in 
addressing this challenge. First, the team determined it would be less expensive 
to take responsibility for the work itself because it could have more cost control 
than the government . Second, it determined which industries had historically used 
the landfill. Next, it convinced these industries that they too were responsible 
parties . Finally, the city and the industries formed a committee called the 
Lewisburg Environmental Response Committee . Together, the committee developed an 
organizational strategy, obtained site investigation and feasibility study proposals 
from environmental engineering consulting firms, and contracted with a firm to do 
the investigation and study. 
Although the Lewisburg Environmental Response Committee appears to have settled 
with the EPA on the costly tasks of performing the site investigation and feasibility 
study, the question still remains of who will pay for cleanup. Cleanup is usually 
the costliest stage in the Superfund process . EPA estimates the average cleanup to 
cost $25 million . 
Decisions made by the Municipal Settlement Work Group ( the group that is 
formulating policy on municipal settlement issues ) could have an effect on who pays 
for cleanup at the Lewisburg site . 
Future articles will discuss EPA ' s  present policy on municipal liability and 
settlements for Superfund sites, and possible solutions to these issues . 
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If you have any questions concerning these issues, feel free to contact Lauren 
Heffelman at The University of Tennessee, Municipal Technical Advisory Service, Suite 
402, 226 Capitol Boulevard Building, Nashville, Tennessee 37219; phone (615) 256-
8141. 
For Tech Trends Reprints 
Contact: Christina Goode-Editor, MTAS, 891 Twentieth Street, Knoxville, TN 37996-
4400, 615/974-5301. 
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PRESENT MUNICIPAL LIABILITY FOR SUPERFUND SITES 
PART III - SUPERFUND LIABILITY SERIES 
by Lauren Heffelman 
This article is the third in a series of articles concerning municipal 
settlement issues for hazardous waste sites listed by the U. S. Environmental 
Protection Agency ( EPA ) under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, 
and Liability Act ( CERCLA or " Superfund " ) . 
At the present time the EPA ' s  policy allows EPA to deem a municipality as a 
potentially responsible party ( PRP ) . Under Superfund Law a responsible party is 
any entity which has been or is involved in the transportation, generation, or 
disposition of hazardous substances onto a hazardous substance site; or has owned 
or operated a hazardous substance site. The EPA can hold a responsible party of a 
Superfund site strictly liable for cleanup and damages of the site. Two or more 
responsible parties can be held jointly or severally liable for the cost of cleanup. 
In layman ' s  terms . . .  
1. Strict liability - A party is liable if anything goes wrong. A party is 
liable for damages he causes even is he was not negligent in causing them. 
( This is usually used in cases of companies which are involved with 
inherently dangerous work ) .  
2 .  Joint liability - A party is liable in conjunction with other liable 
parties and is responsible for part of the cost. 
3. Several liability - Each party is liable for the total cost, even if 
several parties are involved. 
As you can see, present law gives EPA a lot of leverage that can be used against 
municipalities. This includes municipalities that can not afford the EPA estimated 
average $2 5 million cleanup bill. 
EPA gets the cleanup job accompl ished and paid for in one of two ways. (1) 
EPA can initially do the cleanup work themselves and recoup the cost of cleanup from 
the responsible parties, or; (2) EPA can sue the responsible parties to force them 
to do the cleanup . 
Some tools for settlement are available which minimize responsible parties ' 
share of the cleanup cost. These include . . .  
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1. De Minimis Settlements - used when a responsible party has contributed 
only a small percentage of the total volume and toxicity of hazardous 
substances at the site. EPA would let this party settle out at a specified 
amount and would release the party from any further liability. 
2. Non-binding Allocations of Responsibility (NBAR) - used when responsible 
parties have disagreements over tneir respective shares and indicate to 
EPA that an NBAR would be helpful. EPA then decides the percentage of the 
total cost for which each party is responsible. 
3. Mixed Funding - used when settling responsible parties offer to pay for 
or to do a substantial portion of the cleanup work and the EPA has a strong 
case against the responsible parties who refuse to settle. EPA will 
perfoIlq or pay for a portion of the cleanup, the settling responsible 
parties will do the same, and EPA will try to recoup its costs with non­
settling parties. (Variations of this process are included in mixed 
funding) . 
The municipal settlement discussion group is discussing the pros and cons of 
using each of these settlement tools when settlement involves municipalities. 
To obtain more information concerning this issue and\or concerning the Municipal 
Settlement Discussion Group, feel free to contact Lauren Heffelmen at The University 
of Tennessee, Municipal Technical Advisory Service, Suite 402, 226 Capitol Boulevard 
Building, Nashville, Tennessee 37219; phone (615)256-8141. 
For Tech Trends Reprints 
Contact: Christina Goode-Editor, MTAS, 891 Twentieth- Street, Knoxville, TN 
379 9 6-4400, 615/974- 5301. 
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SETTLEMENT ISSUES AND CONCERNS 
PART IV - SUPERFUND LIAB ILITY SERIES 
by Lauren Heffelman 
This article is the fourth in a series of articles concerning municipal 
settlement issues for inactive, abandoned hazardous substance sites listed by the 
U. S .  Environmental Protection Agency (EPA ) under the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA or SUPERFUND ) .  
Some settlement issues and concerns include: 
1. Should municipalities that are owners or operators of facilities that are 
SUPERFUND sites be notified as potentially responsible parties (PRP ) for 
that site? 
2.  Should municipalities that are generators or transporters of municipal 
waste that contain hazardous substances disposed of at a SUPERFUND site, 
be notified as PRPs and brought into the settlement process? 
3. Does being notified as a PRP imply liability? 
4. Should some distinct ion be made between munic ipal it ies that operate 
municipal solid waste facilities as part of their public service 
responsibilities and municipalities that operate municipal solid waste 
facilities for profit ? 
5. What tools are available for reaching settlements with municipal PRPs? 
6. Should municipal PRPs settle separately or as part of a PRP group? 
7. What options are available for dealing with municipal PRPs facing financial 
constraints ? 
8. How can local government play the role of enforcer to an industry, when 
local government could be implicated as well? 
9.  How �an local government play the role of protector of natural resources 
when local government could also be a responsible party ? 
10. There are more constraints placed on cities than industries in raising 
revenues for cleanups due to limitations for local taxing and deficit 
spending. What can cities do to fund cleanups ? 
11. How will cities' limited resources effect their ability to pay for other 
environmental public works projects? 
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12. How will listing cities as PRPs affect the "Not In My BackYard" syndrome? 
How much more difficult will it be to site municipal landfills if cities 
are listed as PRPs? How will public perception be affected? 
13. Hazardous wastes legally get into the municipal waste stream now. The 
law which regulates disposal of hazardous wastes, the Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Act ( RCRA ), does not def ine household waste as hazardous 
waste. RCRA also does not prohibit certain small quantities of industrial 
hazardous waste from being disposed of in a municipal landfill. If 
municipalities are listed as PRPs for municipal landfill SUPERFUND sites, 
municipalities could be liable under the CERCLA for wastes that are exempt 
from regulation under the RCRA. ( Even though it is legal under RCRA for 
small quantities of industrial hazardous waste to be disposed of in 
municipal landfills, Tennessee's policy is to prohibit disposal of any 
industrial hazardous waste in municipal landfills. There are industries 
in Tennessee not aware of this state policy and continue to dispose of 
their small quantities of hazardous waste - - until the Tennessee policy 
is brougnt to their attention ) . 
14. Would a policy designating cities as responsible parties necessitate a 
new classification of household waste as hazardous waste? Would this 
cause some municipal landfills to be regulated under RCRA Subtitle C 
hazardous waste regulation as opposed to being regulated as they now are 
under RCRA Subtitle D solid waste regulation? 
15. If municipalities are not listed as PRPs for municipal landfill SUPERFUND 
sites, it could foster poor management of municipal landfills ( because o� 
de�reased incentive to properly manage lantifills ) . 
16. If the Municipal Settlement Work Group creates a policy that will allow 
munic ipal it ies not to be 1 isted as respons i ble part ies, could private 
industry still sue cities for contribution? Would this, in effect, 
increase cities' costs compared to costs which would be incurred if EPA 
listed them as responsible parties? 
Answers to the questions listed above and discussion of the issues raised will 
be addressed in future editions of Tech Trends . Contact your MTAS-ETAG consultant 
for additional information or specific concerns. 
For Tech Trends Reprints 
Contact: Christina Goode-Editor, MTAS, 891 Twentieth Street, Knoxville, TN 
37996-4400, 615 /974-5301. 
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SUPERFUND PUBLIC MEETINGS - EVER WONDERED WHAT THEY ARE LIKE? 
by James D. Harless 
On August 31, 1988 a public meeting was conducted in Monroe County, Tennessee 
for interested citizens. The topic of this meeting was a listed Tennessee SUPERFUND 
site, its status, and the intended remedial action plan. It was similar to some of 
the other SUPERFUND site meetings that have been conducted, and is illustrative of 
future meetings Tennessee cities and counties might conduct. 
Held in space provided by the nearby Town of Tellico Plains, the meeting was 
attended by about 40 people, with presentations and questions lasting almost two 
hours. City and county meeting facilities are most frequently used for these 
community service public meetings. 
Presentations were made by MTAS/ETAG staff, the responsible parties, the 
participating Industry Engineering and Environmental Council staff members, and the 
Council's consulting firm. Ken Church, Coordinator for the Knoxville Regional 
SUPERFUND Office, provided handouts and an overview of the SUPERFUND process. Steve 
Foster, TDHE Engineer, provided site specific background information for the location 
presented, and the consulting engineers presented the Remedial I nvestigation and 
Feasibility Study ( R I /FS )  to the audience. 
At the conclusion of the various presentations, questions were received from 
the audience and minutes were recorded by TDHE. A record of decision ( ROD ) will be 
the next step for this specific site, likely to be completed as soon as all citizen 
comments and information have been reviewed and considered. A few citizen reports 
or requests were accepted for added field investigation by TDHE/SF regarding sites, 
considerations, or locations adjacent to the identified site. 
Overall the meeting seemed to be a positive step in the overall site remediation 
process . The State SUPERFUND program is working to continue to strengthen community 
relations activities as an expanded portion of the entire overall site remediation 
process. This is due to: the new emphasis indicated by the 1986 Superfund Amendments 
and Reauthorization Act ( SARA ) ;  this a way for the state to benefit from local 
citizens' knowledge; and to provide current information to area officials and 
citizens. For many simple sites the community relations activities might be informal 
contacts, small group meet ings, or one-on-one quest ions and answers. For more 
complex sites the Community Relations Plan ( CRP ) might involve more meetings, larger 
groups, news releases, or public meetings. All of the effort to involve the 
community and to get input is intended to help all interested parties - - permitting 
the remediation process to remain ongoing. 
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Local Officials with questions concerning the status of local SUPERFUND sites 
in Tennessee may contact MTAS/ETAG staff. Officials or citizens who wish to report 
what might be a "suspect site" location of an abandoned hazardous waste disposal 
site to the state Division of SUPERFUND officials, may telephone toll free to 1-800-
251-3479. 
For Tech Trends Reprints 
Contact: Christina Goode-Editor, MTAS, 891 Twentieth Street, Knoxville, TN 
37996-4400, 6 15/974-530 1. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNICAL GROUP ATTENDS SUPERFUND WORKSHOP 
by James D. Harless 
The Tennessee Division of Superfund held a workshop at Paris Landing State Park 
in early September. Andy Jordan, Lauren Heffelman, and Jim Harless of The University 
of Tennessee's Environmental Technical Assistance Group attended the workshop. 
Wayne K. Scharber, acting assistant commissioner for the environment, gave 
introductory remarks and program information. Topics at the workshop included 
Superfund laws, underground storage tank legislation, legal case development, new 
technology, mechanisms to define potential health effects from waste sites, outside 
training, and integrated environmental protection. 
Terry Cothran, Tennessee Division of Superfund director, introduced a panel, 
which presented its expectations for the Tennessee Superfund Program to the Superfund 
staff and the environmental assistance group. Ralf Mosley, a consultant to industrial 
clients, said the Superfund staff will face at least three responsible parties. 
The first is the responsible party that knows what is expected of it and is 
concerned about public opinion. Generally this group takes the lead and cooperates 
as it proceeds. Several larger companies or public agencies fall in this grouping. 
A second responsible party is the group that does not know how Superfund works 
or what a site definition means. Education is important for this party. This group's 
project may require more direction and assistance, even some legal definition of 
options. The recalcitrant responsible party is slow to cooperate or may not come 
to the door at all. It often talks through lawyers or will take the matter to court. 
Recognizing that all potentially responsible parties are not the same helps the 
state plan and maximize voluntary assistance before eventual necessary enforcement. 
Communication among technicians, engineers, and middle managers is important to a 
Superfund site remediation. Site discussions sometimes move away from the 
technicians to top administrators and lawyers. Site agreements, remediation 
decisions, and field actions may be slowed unnecessarily. 
The remediation process is time consuming, but clear communication and 
cooperation among the parties can keep progress ongoing. Mosely encouraged state 
lead on all possible sites because federal lead probably would increase costs. He 
feels Tennessee industry prefers state to federal regulation because of easier 
communication with state officials. 
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Dave Goetz , Tennessee Assoc iat ion of Bus iness , agreed w ith most of Mosley ' s  
informat i on. He emphas ized that cooperat ion i s  necessary and that tne marr iage 
between ind ividual and publ ic interests should be ma inta ined for mutual advantage . 
Goetz descr ibed the Tennessee Assoc iation of Busi ness as a state Chamber of Commerce . 
The assoc iat i on �as 1 , 100 members w ith about 60  percent in manufactur ing . He sa id 
larger compan ies "" o"ften take the lead on env ironmental pos itions and programs . 
John Sherman , execut ive d irector of the Tennessee Env ironmental Counc il , 
expressed h is expectat ions for the remed i al work's complet ion and the process ' 
pr ivat izat i on as needed for tra in ing , fund ing , and ma inta ining tools. Sherman sa id 
h is group emphasi zes protecting health and the env i ronment and not proj ect costs . 
Sherman encouraged staff members to be aggress ive , to look for new , pe rmanent 
solut i ons , and to have clear de cis i on tra ils .  
Ruth Neff d i scussed the Reg ion IV Hazardous Waste Roundtable , wh ich i s  made up 
of several Tennessee members rev iew ing opt ions for waste d i sposal needs in Tennesse e . 
Tennessee exports hazardous wastes to more than 20 states , but most of it goes 
to Alabama and South Carol ina . However , generat ion f igures show Tennessee to not 
be the h i g h  volume generator as prev iously est imated because Tennessee ' s  wastewater 
streams were removed as part of the hazardous waste gene rated in the state . 
Cothran expressed h is own expectati ons of Superfund staff members. He 
challenged reg i onal teams to accompl ish more f inal cle anups , kee p  industry informed , 
decrease d i st inct ion between NFL and non-NFL sites , and place new emphas is on proj ect 
plann ing , goals , and obj ectives . 
For Tech " Trends Reprints 
Contact : Chr istina Goode-Ed itor , MTAS , 891 Twent ieth Street , Knoxv ille , TN 
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WHAT I S  SUPERFUND? 
by J ame s D .  H a r l e s s and Lau r e n  He f f e lman 
The f e d e r a l  Comp r e he n s ive Env i r onme n t a l  Re s p ons e , C omp e n s at i on and L i ab i l i t y  
Ac t ( CERCLA ) - c ommon l y  known a s  Sup e r fund - w a s  p a s s e d  i n t o  l aw in De c embe r  1 9 8 0 . 
Th i s  l aw was p a s s e d  t o  e s t ab l i s h  a prog ram wh i c h wou l d  i d e n t i f y s i t e s  wh i c h have a 
p o t e nt i a l  f o r  a re l e a s e  of ha z a rd ous sub s t anc e s  i n t o  the e nv i ronme nt ; t o  e nsure 
c l e anup o f  t he s e  s i t e s , e i the r by the r e s p on s i b l e p a r t i e s  o r  t he g ove rnme n t ; and to 
c re at e  a r e imbu rs a b l e  p r o c e dure f o r  expend e d  c l e anup c o s t s . 
The T e n n e s s e e  Ge ne r a l  As s emb ly p a s s e d  the Tenne s s e e  H a z ard ous Was t e  Manag ement 
Ac t o f  1 9 8 3  ( i n f o rma l l y r e f e r r e d  t o  as T e nne s s e e  Sup e r fund L aw) as t he s t a t e  
c ount e rp a rt t o  F e d e r a l  l e g i s l a t ion . T h e  s t at e  p r o g r am i s  fund e d  by f e e s  a s s e s s e d 
on g e ne r a t o r s  and t r ans p o rt e r s o f  haz ardous wa s t e s .  The fund i s  r e qu i r e d  by l aw t o  
ma i n t a i n  a m i n imum b a l an c e  o f  $ 3  mi l l ion and max imum c ap o f  $ 5  mi l l i on . The fund 
i s  u s e d  to c l e an up i n a c t ive h a z a rd ous sub s t an c e  s i t e s  in Tenne s s e e  wh i c h  do n o t  
qual i f y  f o r  f e d e r a l  fund s . 
I d e nt i fy ing Po t e n t i a l  Supe rfund S i t e s  
S i t e s  a r e  d i s c ov e r e d  i n  many way s i n c lud ing pe r s on a l  r e p o rt s , ae r i a l  
pho t o g r aphy , indus t r i a l  not i f i c at i on , c ro s s ove r inf o rmat i on f rom othe r r e gu l at o ry 
p r o g r ams , and anonymous phone c a l l s .  Al l s i t e s  whi c h  have a p o t ent i a l  f o r  harm to 
human he a l t h  and t he e nv i ronme nt , a re l i s t e d  on Tenne s s e e ' s  ma s t e r  l i s t  o f  p o t e n t i a l  
Sup e r fund s i t e s . The pub l i c  i s  e n c ourag e d  t o  n o t i f y  t he Div i s i o n  o f  Sup e r fund of 
suspe c t e d  s i t e s  by c a l l ing the t o l l - f re e  numbe r  1 - 8 0 0 - 2 5 1 - 34 7 9 . Ov e r  800 s i t e s  a re 
current l y  i n c l ud e d  on T e nn e s s e e ' s  mas t e r  l i s t . 
S t a g e s  Of The Supe rfund Proc e s s  
The f i r s t  s t ag e  o f  the Sup e r fund pro c e s s  i s  the P r e l im i n a ry As s e s smen t /  S i t e  
Inve s t i g at i on dur ing wh i c h e x i s t ing d a t a and i n f o rmat i on a bout t he s i t e  i s  g at h e r e d  
a n d  rev i ewe d t o  d e t e rm i n e  the exi s t en c e  o f  a n y  p r o b l ems . Th i s  i n f o rmat i on may 
i n c lude g e o l og y  of the s i t e , any known haz ard ous sub s t an c e s  u s e d  or d i s p o s e d  of 
du r i ng i ndu s t r i a l p r o c e s s e s , l o c at i o n  of pub l i c  wat e r  supp l y  int ake s and l o c a l  
d r i nk i ng wat e r  we l l s , g e ne r a l  g roundwa t e r  us ag e i n  t h e  a r e a ,  and any known 
re s pon s i b l e  p a rt i e s .  S i t e  I nve s t i g a t i o n  t ake s the P re l iminary As s e s sme nt one s t e p  
furthe r b y  t ry i ng t o  expa nd t he i n f o rmat i o n / d a t a  b a s e . The S i t e  I nve s t i g at i o n i s  
a f i e l d v i s i t  wh i c h may inc lude l im i t e d  s amp l i ng .  
B o t h  the s t at e  and f e d e r a l  Supe rfund p r o g r ams app l y  a mathemat i c a l  mo d e l  in s i t e  
e v a luat i o n  c a l l e d  t he haz a rd rank ing s y s t em . Th i s  mat hemat i c a l mod e l  us e s  d a t a  and 
i n f o rmat i o n g at h e r e d  dur ing the P r e l imi n a ry As s e s sme nt / S i t e  I nve s t i g a t i o n  to 
nume r i c a l l y  rank a s i t e  i nd i c a t ing the p o t e n t i a l f o r  harm to he a l t h and t he 
e nv i ronme n t . I f  the s i t e  r anks h i g h  enoug h ,  f o l l owing pub l i c  c omme nt , i t  i s  inc lud e d  
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on the National Priority L i st (NPL) . If the ranking is not h i gh enough for the NFL, 
a site may be placed on the state's promulgated eligibility list for state Superfund 
expenditures . 
The next step in the Superfund process is the Remedial Investigation/ 
Feasibility Study. The Remedial Investigation Process basically defines the type 
and extent of contaminatiol\ .. . The Feasibility Study is a review of various options 
for cleanup of the site. These two work tasks are often combined into one proj ect. 
EPA estimates a typical cost for these two tasks together at $8 7 5 , 000 and a time span 
of nine to 18 months . 
The next step for a National Priority List site is development of the Record 
of Decision (ROD) . The ROD documents background infonmat ion for the particular remedy 
chosen and the action plan for the remedy. Also, EPA utilizes the ROD when making 
claims on responsible parties for recovery of Fund money. 
The final two stages of the process for Superfund sites are Remedial 
Design/ Remedial Act ion. The Reme,dial Design Phase is basically a design phase for 
clean up, while the Remedial Act ion Stage is implementation of this design. EPA 
estimates the Design Phase to cost $850, 000 and take six to 12 months. EPA estimates 
a time span of six to 12 months for implementation of the Clean-up and expects this 
phase to average out at about $ 10- 12 mill ion per site. 
Monitoring and ma intenance is the on-going phase which occurs after remediat ion , 
to ensure that no hazardous substances are escaping from the s ite. A monitor ing 
schedule is established and maintained for an agreed upon number of years after 
closure of the site. Cost recovery action against the respons i ble party is generally 
implemented during this phase to recover any expended State or Federal funds. 
Tennesse� ' s hazard� ranking system is , somewhat more strict t'han the federal 
haz ard ranking s.ystem . As a result, while there are only 1 0  Tennessee sites on the 
National Priority List, the state promulgated list contains over 2 50 sites ! 
For Tech Trends Reprints 
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ETAG COORDINATES KENNON SUPERFUND S ITE 
by Lauren He ffe lman 
On January 9, 1989 the University of Te nnesse e Environmental Te chnical 
Assistance Group coordinated a public presentation by the Tennesse e De partme nt of 
He alth and Environment (TDH&E) , Division of Superfund, conce rning the Kennon 
(Ge ne sco) Superfund Site . This prese ntation was give n at the City of Brentwood ' s  
re gularly sche dule d city commission meeting . 
The Division of Supe rfund pre sented a plan of action to provide a temporary 
solution to the problem of shallow aquifer contamination at the site as well as to 
begin addre ssing the source of the contamination. The contamination of the shallow 
aquifer was cause d by land disposal of wastes from the Ge ne sco, I nc. operations. 
The plan of action containe d in the November 14, 1988 TDH&E commissione r ' s  
order was issued against the owne r of the site and Ge ne sco, I nc .  The requirements 
of the order are : 
1) Enginee ring plans and specifications for construction of a trench to 
interce pt and colle ct contaminate d shallow groundwater from the site, were 
to be submitted to TDH&E by Novembe r 21, 1988 . 
2) A plan for the collection, storage, treatment and/or disposal of 
contaminate d water collecte d from the trench was to be submitted to TDH&E 
by January 15, 1989. 
3) Tre nch construction must be initiated by March 1, 1989. 
4) A plan for management of all source are a waste at the site , must be 
submitted to TDH&E by J une 1, 1989 . 
5) Construction of the trench is to be complete d by Septembe r 1, 1989. 
The site was use d  for phosphate mining betwe en November 1972 and April 1974, 
by Monsanto I ndustrial Chemicals Company. Afte r mining was terminate d, all but one 
of the mine pits we re re claime d. 
In 1978, industrial waste from Gene sco, I nc. was disposed of in the unre claime d 
mining pit as well as four newly excavated trenches. The drums of waste which were 
dispose d possibly containe d adhesives, se alants and solvent base d coatings and 
caulking compounds. 
In 1985 Gene sco corporate officials le arned of the disposal and informe d the 
TDH&E. The TDH&E be gan investigations at this time to dete rmine which contaminants 
are pre se nt and the exte nt of contamination. 
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The ge o l ogy of the s i t e  reve a l s  a s ha l l ow a qu i f e r .  Unde rne ath t h i s  sh a l l ow 
aqui f e r  i s  a s h a l e  zone wh i c h  appe a r s  to r e s t r i c t  wat e r  mov eme nt f rom t he s ha l l ow 
aqu i f e r  zone t o  the d e e p e r  C a r t e rs a qu i f e r .  I nve st i g at i ons have inc luded 
ins t a l l a t i on and s amp l ing o f  g roundwat e r  mon i t o r i ng we l l s  i n  both aqu i f e r s . 
I nve s t ig at i o n s , t o  d at e , s e em to i nd i c ate that t he c ont aminat ion f rom the d i s p o s a l  
s i t e  i s  l im i t e d  t o  t h i s  s h a l l owe r aqu i f e r . 
I n  add i t i o n  t o  t he s e  g roundwat e r  inve s t ig at i o n s  TDH&E has t aken s amp l e s  o f  
s p r ing s a n d  re s ident i a l  we l l s in the a r e a . 
C i t y  wat e r  was mad e av a i l ab l e  to home s wh i c h  we re w i t h i n  a one -mi l e  r ad ius o f  
t he s i t e  b y  Gene s c o , I nc . and the C i ty o f  B re ntwo o d . 
I f  you wou l d  l i ke i n f o rmat ion c once rn ing Sup e r fund s i t e s  in your c i t y  o r  c ount y , 
f e e l  f r e e  t o  c o�t ac t  any membe r of t he Env i ro nme nt a l  T e c hn i c a l As s i st ant Group 
l o c at e d  in t he MTAS o f f i c e s  in Knoxv i l l e or N a s hv i l l e . 
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DEALING WITH PUBLIC ANGER 
by Lauren Heffelman 
The following art icle is MTAS ' s appl icat ion to Dr. Peter M .  Sandman ' s  
ideas on public outrage. The ideas d iscussed in the art icle were presented at 
an electron ic sem inar which Ms. Lauren A. Heffelman recently at tended. Dr. 
Sandman and his colleagues, B illie Jo Hance and Caron Chess have researched 
publ ic issues for the State of New Jersey, Department of Env ironmental 
Protection, Off ice of Science and Research. The ir research culm inated in a 
booklet ent itled Improv i ng Di a l og u e wi th Commun i t i es ,  wh ich further details 
suggested means of commun icat ing health risks to the publ ic. The booklet can 
be obtained through : Department of Env ironmental Protect ion, Divis ion of Science 
and Research, eN 40 9 Trenton, New Jersey, 0862 5, (60 9) 9 84-6072. 
Have you ever been involved in a publ ic meet ing where people are 
emot ionally volat ile? Rutgers Un ivers ity has been involved w i th a study wh ich 
suggests reasons for publ ic outrage and suggests solut ions to si tuat ions where 
outrage is likely to occur. 
In the Env ironmental Techn ical Assistance Group ' s  work, we deal with many 
s i tuat ions in wh ich people are angry and frustrated over a hazardous waste site . 
More t imes than not, anger, fear, and even outrage is present at the publ ic 
meet ings we conduct. At t imes, anger and fear are warranted due to inact ion by 
a regulatory agency, inaction by a respons ible party, or the presence of a 
serious health risk to the publ ic because of the si te. 
On the other hand, somet imes the hazardous waste s i te poses less of a 
health risk to c i t izens than the radon in the ir home or even the ch icken sandwich 
they had for lunch. However, to determ ine this fact and to commun icate it in 
a cred ible manner, is a d i fficult challenge. In spi te of the lack of a ser ious 
health risk from a part icular hazardous waste site, the anger, fear, and outrage 
may still prevail. 
With the number of discoveries of abandoned hazardous waste sites 
increasing at an alarming number, regulatory agencies have their hands full j ust 
keeping up with the location of the sites . In addition to this, the agencies 
must stay abreast of new cleanup technolog ies, review contractors work, and 
perform intr icately techn ical work to investigate the si tes and then contain or 
clean them up. Many t imes communicating with the affected local government and 
its citizens regard ing the site may take low prior i ty on the agency ' s  list of 
things to do. 
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Although putting communication on the back burner may seem like a time 
saver at first and even justifiable when there is not a significant health risk 
to the pub l ic ;  fear, anger, and outrage wi l l  result if information about a 
hazardous waste site not presented to the af f ected community, EVEN FOR A 
HAZARDOUS WASTE SITE WHICH DOES NOT POSE A SIGNIFICANT HEALTH RI SK .  
The New J ersey Department of Environmental Protection has studied this 
phenomenon. They wanted to know why people are more concerned about a hazardous 
waste site that is not affecting them adversel y  compared to another health risk 
which is extremely hazardous, for which they may have no concern. 
Dr . Peter M .  Sandman, Director of the Environmental Communication Research 
Program at Rutgers University, was involved in the study . He states that risk 
communication should have the effect of making the public concerned over issues 
that are real health threats and should diminish public concern over issues that 
are not real health risks. 
Dr. Sandman has stated some of the reasons that public concern may be 
extremely high regarding matters such as hazardous waste sites regardles s  of 
whether they have a significant or insignificant health risk : 
A. VOLUNTARY VERSES INVOLUNTARY 
A risk which is voluntary is much more acceptable than a risk which 
is involuntary. For example , skydiving is a sport which is thrilling 
for some people. On the other hand, if forced to parachute from a 
plane, you may not be too thrilled about the experience. 
This principle is ·also evident in the. Not In My Back Yard (NIMBY·) 
s ynd.rome, when people feel that a solid waste landfill- i s  being forced 
into their neighborhood . 
B. NATURAL VERSES UNNATURAL 
A natural risk usually causes les s  of a public concern than a risk which 
i s  unnatural. For example, although recent reports from the U. S. 
Environmental Protection Agency have expounded on the health risks from 
indoor radon exposure, many people are more concerned about a landfill in 
their area, which may be less of an actual health risk to them than the 
radon in their own home . 
C. FAM IL IAR VERSES EXOTIC 
A good example of this comparison might be that the public may be very 
concerned about a new industry locating in their area which has all 
of the neces s ary environmental controls , while a local industry which 
has been contaminating the environment for years may go unnoticed. 
D. NON-DREAD VERSES DREAD 
In our society some health risks carry a stigma of dread. For example, 
although both emphysema and cancer are killers, cancer seems to be the 
more dreaded. 
Also , food contamination can be as toxic as contaminated d r inking 
water , yet people are more incl ined to fear contam inated drinking 
water. 
E .  D I FFUSED IN TIME AND SPACE VERSES SHORT TIME AND SPACE 
A t he o re t i c a l  examp l e  of t h i s  i s : " D i s e a s e  A" w ipe s out one t own in 
the Un i t e d  S t at e s  wh i c h had the popu l a t i on o f  5 0 0 0 . " D i s e a s e  B "  w i p e s 
out 5 0 0 0  p e o p l e  ac r o s s  the ent i r e  Un i t e d  S t a t e s . A l t houg h t he haz a rd 
i s  the s ame , ( i . e .  5 0 0 0  p e op l e  out o f  t he ent i re p opu l at i o�, o f  t he 
U . S . ) the " D i s e a s e  A "  w i l l  c au s e  muc h  mo re pub l i c  c onc e rn . Smo k i ng 
i s  a re a l  l i f e  examp l e  o f  a he a l t h r i sk wh i ch i s  d i f fu s e d  in t ime and 
s p a c e . 
F .  CONTROLLED BY A PERSON VERSES CONTROLLED BY A SYSTEM 
How many of you h av e  he l d  and c a rved a turkey o r  a r o a s t ?  How many 
of you have he l d  a turkey o r  a r o a s t  wh i l e  s omeone e l s e c a rv e d ? 
Th i s  exp l a i ns why many p e o p l e  do not l i ke the i d e a o f  a g e n c i e s  
c ontro l l ing our po l l ut i on p ro b l ems and i s  a r e a s on a b l e  j u s t i f i c at i �n 
f o r  l o c a l  c i t i zen and l o c a l  g ove rnment inv o lvement w i t h  h a z a rdous w a s t e  
i s sue s i n  t he i r  c ommun i t i e s . 
G .  FAI R  VERSES UNFAI R  
One examp l e  o f  t h i s  i s  t h a t  i t  d o e s  not s e em as b a d  t o  a c ommun i t y  t o  
have a l and f i l l  f o r  was t e  wh i c h  they ge ne r at e d  c omp a r e d  t o  h av ing a 
l and f i l l  f o r  wa s t e s  g e ne r a t e d  f rom anot he r c ounty , o r  s t a t e , e t c . 
Remembe r  the g a rbag e b a rg e ?  
H .  MO�L VERSES I MMORAL 
Let ' s  f ac e  i t . Ame r i c ans do not l ike t o  t h i nk _ o f t hems e l v e s as 
p o l lut e r s  of t he e nv i ronme n t . I n  our eyes , it i s  mo r a l l y  wrong t o  h a rm 
t he env i ronment . 
I .  TRUSTED SOURCES VERSES D I S TRUSTED SOURCES 
As ment i oned e a r l i e r , peop l e  p re f e r  t o  cont r o l  a s i tuat i on t hemse l ve s . 
Howev e r , c omp ared t o  p roj e c t  cont r o l  by i ndus t ry , ag e ncy c ont r o l  i s  
t he next be s t  t h ing t o  s e l f  c ont r o l  i n  t he eye s o f  c i t i z e n s . The re 
a r e  a l s o  surveys t ha t  s how t h a t  o f t e n  c i t i zens t rus t  l o c a l  g ove rnmen t  
mo re than f e d e r a l  o r  s t a t e  g ove rnment . 
Re gu l a t o ry Ag e nc i e s  and l oc a l  g ove rnment s need t o  be awa r e  o f  t he s e  f ac t o r s  
o f  publ ic f e a r and ne ed t o  t ake t he t ime and e f f o rt t o  g e a r  c ommun i t y  r e l at i ons 
ac t iv i t i e s  t o  add re s s  t hem . A l t houg h i t  may s e em l i ke a lot o f  t ime s p e nt away 
f rom " re a l  wo rk " ( i . e .  t e c hn i c a l  wo rk f o r  t he agency and zon ing , p av ing r o ad s , 
e t c . f o r  the l oc a l  g ove rnme nt ) ,  t ime i nve sted at t he beg inn i ng o f  a h a z a rdous 
waste p roj e c t  t o  f o r e c a s t  and a d d r e s s  t he s e  f ac t o r s  o f  f e a r , may d e t e r  pu b l i c  
out r ag e  i n  t he future . I n  t he l ong run , t ime inve s t e d in r i s k  c ommun i c at i on 
w i l l  make t he p roj e c t  f l ow muc h  f a s t e r  and smoothe r .  
I f  you wou l d  l ike t o  f i nd out mo re about c ommun i ty r e l at i ons a c t iv i t i e s  
f o r  Supe r fund s i t e s  in Tenne s s e e  c on t a c t  one o f  t h e  ETAG c on su l t ant s hou s e d  i n  
t he MTAS o f f i c e s  in Nashv i l l e  and Knoxv i l l e . 
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SUPERFUND VICTIM OF COMMUN ICATION GAP 
by James D. Harless 
Hazardous waste disposal and Superfund remediation programs stil l have a 
communication gap despite the fact that community relations efforts have been 
estab lished to he lp close the gap. Current efforts include news articles, forma l 
publ ic meetings, smal l group meetings, one- to-one consu l tation, specia l 
publications and audio-visua l presentations. A Nationa l So lid Waste Management 
Association ( NSWMA ) survey recent ly asked "What is the Country's Most Serious 
Environmental Prob lem? " The NSWMA reports that there is strong support for more 
responsib le handl ing of hazardous wastes, but strong opposition for faci lities 
that store, process, incinerate, landfil l, or otherwise dispose of wastes in 
general or hazardous wastes. This is known as the NIMBY - Not In  My Back Yard 
syndrome. 
The NIMBY syndrome and perhaps the existence of some of our superfund 
sites is part ly fueled by the real communication gap between scientists/ 
industrialists on the one hand, and other scientists and average citizens on 
the other. Part of the gap exists because of different human va lues, different 
interpretations of the risks of wastes, and the qua lity of information 
dissemination. The gap is also fueled by the rea lity of an ineffective record. 
We read about environmental problems on a dai ly basis, some of them in our own 
backyards. Most of the prob lems have a potential to impact health and are not 
limited to aesthetic considerations . 
Is it hypocritica l to buy product ( s )  that are produced by a process that 
generates excessive solid and/or hazardous wastes, and yet oppose community 
disposa l facilities? Should we even go so far as to say that hypocrites father 
orphan dumps? No, not exact ly. 
A book entit led To Have or To Be by Eric Fromm, suggests a more simple 
lifestyle, with defined life qua lity objectives as an al ternative to the more 
materialistic approach . However, the choice is not real ly between prosperity 
and preservation, but rather to support " nondestructive prosperity" . A Tennessee 
slogan in use a few years ago, " Safe Growth" seemed to reflect such a view . 
Michael R. Greenberg co-authored a book entit led Hazardous Wa s t e  Si t e s, 
copyright 1984, where he often refers to the " credibility gap " .  The terms 
communication gap or credibi lity gap, are both ref lective of the same probl em. 
Good communication and pub lic information dis tribution helps the existing 
communication/ credibi lity gap. 
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The state Superfund program , community relations plans , and related 
ac tivities help give added credibility to efforts directed toward site 
remediation . A community relations plan is only as effective as the c ombined 
educational/information dissemination program . Tennessee Department 'of Health 
and Environment ( TDHE) rec ognized this need early in the implementation of the 
Hazardous Waste Law and attempts to cont �nually strengthen its public information 
role with in-house staff and with contracted assistance .  
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SUPERFUND SMOKE SIGNALS 
by James D .  Harless 
It has been sa id that one custom of the Iroquo is Indians was to ask the 
quest ion : "How will the dec ision we make today affect seven generat ions into the 
future? "  
It is my impress ion that many env ironmental problems, includ ing many Superfund 
s ites, have become a problem for our populat ion to solve because of short-term views 
in l ieu of long-term v iews regard ing hazardous substance handl ing and d isposal. It 
is not unusual for some env ironmental dec isions to be made based on ant icipated 
impacts proj ected for only a year or less . If governmental or pr ivate industry 
programs look at three to five years, or a decade, many of our c itizens would 
descr ibe such programs as hav ing good plann ing and perhaps as sens it ive to 
env ironmental qual ity. But what would the picture be if we looked at a m in imum of 
seven generat ions, or for that matter, 10 or 50 generat ions ? It would mean look ing 
at long-term impacts on our future generations. What cond it ion do we des ire to leave 
th is earth for these ch ildren ? 
I have some good news and some bad news. The good news is that many Superfund 
sites can be totally remed iated so that the impacted area can be safely used for 
almost any purpose that was su itable pr ior to the contaminat ion event ( s ) . And, 
further, we are learn ing more each day to improve on the eng ineer ing remed iat ion and 
the regulatory or other government/educat ion prevent ion for such future problems. 
But now for the bad news. There are also many Superfund s ites where 
contam inat ion is so severe and/or extens ive that we cannot ( due to present 
eng ineer ing limitat ions and/or pract ical cost cons iderat ions ) restore the site ( s ) ,  
or the groundwater, to former pur ity or natural cond ition. For many s ites it appears 
necessary to leave tox ic wastes in place and to construct barr iers to help minim ize 
any further or future spread of the existing contaminants. Eng ineer ing stud ies of 
sites is often very expens ive. The construct ion of barriers, caps, mon itor ing wells, 
etc . can also be very expens ive . As expensive as these opt ions may be, it can be 
even more expens ive to remove or treat on-site contam inated so ils, and/or groundwater 
with in contaminated areas . 
After many years of short-term ( or low short-term cost ) d isposal pract ices, and 
with our recogn it ion of the real ity of path ways for wastes to somet imes spread to 
locat ions where they m ight enter liv ing organ isms, the best we can do, for some 
sites, is to cover wastes with a barrier, and to mon itor wells around the sites . 
Is th is not a reminder for us just how important prevent ion really must be? 
Now for more good news . Accord ing to the March Fo c u s  newsletter from Hazardous 
Mater ials Control Research Inst itute, " Prevent ion is the Focus of EPA FY 19 90 
Proposed Budget : More Money for RCRA, Superfund, and UST . " At a t ime when the 
federal budget constra int is fac ing some programs, EPA proposed a nine percent 
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increased for Underground Storage Tanks ( UST ) , and the Resource Conservation Recovery 
Act ( RCRA ) increased from 2 6 5  million dollars for FY 1 9 89 , to the proposed 2 7 4  
million dollars for FY 19 90  which reflects higher priority for the Hazardous Waste 
Management program. 
The same report says state RCRA programs will "continue to develop and mature , "  
and that states "will assume more responsibility for managing the nation's hazardous 
wastes . "  Finally, enforcement actions under Federal Superfund would increase by 6. 9 
million dollars from 1989 to 19 90,  to a proposed 1 24 million dollars . Overall , the 
improved funding and focus on prevention is encouraging . The report submitted budget 
is said to reflect that " The administration acknowledges the American public's 
support for strong environmental programs . "  
If we each conducted ourselves or our companies in a manner that recognized that 
we are j ust as respons i ble to the seventh generat ion as to the first, our own 
children, would we not be more cautious about our decisions? I would challenge us 
all to see the wisdom of "looking seven generations into the future. " If we do this , 
all Superfund sites should someday be remediated and/or placed under protective 
barriers/controls , and the program completed and phased out ( except for monitoring 
and needed follow up) . If _ we fail in our long-term view, then the list of federal 
and state Superfund sites could continue to grow, generation by generation , as would 
the potent ial for negative human health impacts . Again , the choice is not between 
prosperity and preservation , but rather to support nondes tructive prosperity . Can 
you hear the drums beating? 
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GUIDELINES COULD HELP PREVENT SUPERFUND LIABILITIES 
PART V - SUPERFUND LIABILITY SERIES 
By Lauren A .  Heffelman 
The ultimate solution for relieving local governments of the responsibility for 
cleaning up Superfund sites would be new legislation making cities immune to 
liability for the sites . 
Seemingly, Congress did not intend for the local tax base to pay for the cleanup 
of Superfund sites when it created the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act . Congress, however, probably did not foresee the 
magnitude of the number of municipally-owned Superfund sites or the municipal 
involvement in the Superfund process . 
A possible solution to the settlement issues would be for cities to take the 
lead role in bringing enforcement actions against other potentially responsible 
parties ( PRPs ) early in the process . This solution could be more diff icul t for 
smaller cities with smaller resources . 
Another possible solution would be for the Environmental Protection Agency ( EPA ) 
to send c it ies letters instead of PRP not ices, which would lessen the city ' s  
perception of liability. The letters could refer to the city ' s  other roles, such 
as enforcer and protector of natural resources. 
EPA also could allow cities to settle early in the settlement process or award 
credits to them for demonstrating innovative waste management . 
Funds could be provided for city cleanup of Superfund sites . The funds could 
take various forms, such as grants and long-term, interest-free loans . These monies 
could be gathered on a federal, state, or regional level. Another alternative would 
be for cit ies to create their own pool for cleanup . 
EPA could require different parties to pay for discrete portions of the cleanup 
work . For example, the city could pay for capping the s ite while a private party 
could pay for groundwater cleanup. Another possible solution would be for natural 
resource damages to be recovered by suing polluters. 
The city ' s  portion of the cleanup payment could be limited to non-cash 
contributions, such as providing guards for the facility, providing cover material, 
providing trucks and other equipment, and providing treatment for appropriate liquids 
through the city wastewater treatment system . 
Cities could prevent future municipal Superfund sites by developing systems to 
ensure that hazardous substances from industrial generators are not placed in 
municipal landfills . They also could use more innovative waste management practices, 
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such as recycling and selling wastes. Cities could encourage industries in their 
area to use these same practices, as well as encourage them to practice waste 
minimization. 
Cities could have their own waste management practices audited to ensure they 
are minimizing, treating, and disposing hazardous wastes in the best manner. The 
audits could be performed internally if the city has a hazardous waste specialist 
on staff. I f  not, an outside consultant could provide these services. 
Cities could sponsor Toxic Roundup Days. Toxic Roundup Days are opportunities 
for citizens to take household hazardous wastes such as paints and pesticides to a 
specified area where hazardous waste specialists can properly test, treat, or dispose 
the waste. Toxic Roundup Days could influence the public I s awareness of their 
responsibility concerning solid and hazardous waste problems. 
Increased education of local officials and the public could help cities devise 
solutions that are plausible and publicly acceptable . 
To ensure cities are not stuck with the bill for cleaning the estimated 2 0  
percent of all Superfund sites that were municipal solid waste landfills or other 
sites, one or more of three approaches may be taken. 
First, cities should contact Carol Kocheisen at the National League of Cities 
and express their views. Kocheisen can be contacted at ( 20 2 ) 6 2 6 - 3 0 2 0 . 
Second, the Municipal Settlement Work Group anticipates their municipal 
settlement policy will be presented in the Federal Register in late November. The 
group will be seeking comments on their draft settlement policy. Public comments 
will be received by EPA for 3 0  or 60  days. Written comments should be sent directly 
to EPA during this comment period. 
Third, munic ipal i ties should contact the ir leg islators in Washington and express 
their views. 
To obtain more information concerning these issues, contact Lauren A. Heffelman 
at The University of Tennessee, Municipal Technical Advisory Service, Suite 4 0 2 , 2 2 6  
Capitol B oulevard Building, Nashville, TN 3 7 2 1 9  or ( 6 1 5 )  2 5 6 - 8 1 4 1 . 
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SUPERFUND TASK FORCE CONS IDERS LOCAL PROBLEMS 
by Rena S t e i n z o r  
T h e  Env i r onment a l  P r o t e c t i on Ag ency ( EPA ) i s  g e t t i ng r e ady t o  d r a f t  a p o l i c y  
t h a t  c ou l d  have s e r i ous imp l i c a t i ons f o r  l o c a l  g ove rnme nt t r e asur i e s  ac ro s s  the 
c ount ry . Two we e k s  ag o ,  the a g e n c y  me t for the t h i r d t ime w i t h  i t s  Mun i c  i p a l  
S e t t l ement T a s k  Fo r c e  t o  hash o u t  how i t  wi l l  t r e at l o c a l  g ov e rnme nt s c ha rg ed w i t h  
r e spons i b i l i t y  f o r  c re at i ng t he nat i on ' s  wo r s t  t ox i c  wa s t e  s i t e s . 
EPA i s  e xp e c t e d  to i s sue a f i n a l  p o l i c y  d o c ument f o r  g e n e r a l  pub l i c  c omment 
s ome t i me t h i s  w i nt e r .  The t as k f o rc e , wh i c h  is c omp o s e d  of r ep r e s e nt a t ive s f rom 
nat i o n a l  o rg an i z at i ons suc h a s  the Nat i o n a l  Le ague o f  C i t i e s , t he Chem i c a l  
Manuf a c ture rs A s s o c i at i on and t he Ame r i c an P e t r o l e um I n s t i tut e , as we l l  a s  i nd iv i du a l  
c omp an i e s  a n d  l o c a l  g ove rnment s ,  i s  not hav i ng an e a sy t ime a r r i v ing at ag re ement s 
on t he w i d e  v a r i e t y  o f  i s sue s on i t s  agend a . 
By and l a rg e , i ndus t ry r e p re s ent a t iv e s  i n s i s t  that l o c a l  g ove rnme n t s  s hou l d  be 
t r e at e d  and p r o s e c u t e d  in exac t l y t he s ame manne r a s  c o rp o r a t e  d e f e nd ant s . Loc al 
g ove rnment g roup s rej e c t  t h i s  the o ry and hav e  a rg u e d  s t r e nuous l y  that EPA mus t  
r e c ogn i z e  t h e  c ruc i a l d i f f e re nc e s  b e twe e n  t h e  p r i v a t e  and pub l i c s e c t o r s  i n  c r a f t i ng 
a r e a s o n a b l e  po l i c y . 
The s t ake s i n  t h i s  d e b a t e  a r e  v e ry h i g h  f o r  l o c a l  g ov e rnme nt s in v i r tua l l y e v e ry 
k i nd o f  c ommun i t y  a c ro s s  the c ount ry . The Sup e r fund i s  aut ho r i z e d  t o  s p e nd $ 8 . 5  
b i l l i on i n  f e d e r a l  fund i ng through 1 9 9 1  on t he c l e anup o f  the n a t i on ' s wo r s t  t ox i c  
was t e  s i t e s .  What many l o c a l  g ove rnme n t s  d o  n o t  r e a l i z e i s  t h i s  mon e y  c ome s w i t h  
l ong s t r i ng s  a t t a c he d . Sup e r fund i s  n o t  a t r ad i t i o n a l  f e d e r a l  g r ant s p r o g r am .  
Rathe r , i n  ad d i t i on t o  e s t ab l i s h i ng t he f e d e r a l  c l e anup fund , the l aw a l s o 
impo s e s  s t r i c t , j o i nt and s e v e r a l  l i ab i l i ty on tho s e  f ound re s p ons i b l e  f o r  c r e at ing 
the s i t e s  i n  t he f i r s t  p l ac e . 
L o c a l  g ov e rnme nt s i t e  owne r s , o p e r a t o r s  and haz ardous was t e  " g e ne r at o r s " and 
" t r an s p o rt e r s "  are l i ab l e  i n  the s ame mann e r  as p r i v a t e  p a r t i e s  und e r  t h i s  s t r i ng ent 
s c heme . The g o a l  o f  the p rog ram is t o  p r ov i d e  f e d e r a l  " s e e d  mone y "  t o  c l e an up the 
wo r s t  h a z a r d s  qu i c k l y  and then to autho r i z e  l awsu i t s  t o  r e c oup t he s e  f un d s  s o  that 
Sup e rfund c an g o  t o  wo rk . 
E s t imat e s  of t he u l t ima t e  b i l l  f o r  c l e anup o f  t hous and s o f  t ox i c  was t e  s i t e s  
run i n t o  t h e  b i l l i on s . S ome exp e rt s  be l i eve t he t o t a l  c ou l d  c l imb as h i g h  as $ 1 00 
b i l l i on ove r  the n e x t  f ew d e c ad e s . 
Some 2 0  pe r c e nt of the 1 , 1 7 7  s i t e s  on t he Sup e rfund Nat i o n a l  P r i o r i t i e s  L i s t 
a re mun i c i p a l ly- own e d  and ope r at e d  l and f i l l s ,  and l o c a l  g ov e rnme nt s a r e  imp l i c a t e d  
at hund r e d s o f  add i t i on a l  s i t e s  a s  p a r t i e s  t h a t  " g e n e rat ed " the h a z a rd ous subs t anc e s  
n e e d ing c l e anup . 
The University of Tennessee's M u n ic ipal Technical Advisory Service 
891 Twentieth Street , Knoxvi l le , Tennessee 37996-4400 61 5/974-530 1 
When Congress re -aut horized the program in 1 9 86, the sixfold increase in the 
size of the fund ( from $ 1 . 6  billion in 1 9 80 to $8 . 5  billion in 1 9 8 6 )  sent the signal 
that EPA should get about the business of cleaning up the sit es with federal funding 
first and worry about recovering the money from potent ially li able par�ies later. 
This " shovels first, lawyers later" approach now prevails at the agency, 
alt hough EPA is coming under increasing pressure t o  sue responsible parties for 
cleanup, given the overwhelming size of the toxic waste site problem and the 
acknowledged limit ations on the federal fund ' s  abilit y to clean up all of the 
nat ion ' s  sites. 
Unfortunately, local governments lag far behind their corporate counterparts 
in understanding the Superfund game and how to play it . They could be facing 
bi llions of dollars in potential liabilit y, but there is not yet a general 
recognition of Superfund as a maj or challenge to the fiscal integrity of local 
government budgets. 
Over the next several years, local governm�nt liability for Superfund cleanups 
will be determined in thousands of lawsuits brought against local governments not 
only by federal and stat e governments, but also by privat e industry defendant s who 
want the local government " deep pocket " to help them pay the tab. 
Unless local governments catch up very quickly with the sophisticated strat eg ies 
employed by the private sector, they may find themselves bearing a grossly 
disproportionate share of the Superfund burden. 
For Tech Trends Reprints 
-
-
- Contact : Christina Goode-Editor-, MTAS, 8 9 1  Twent ieth Street, Knoxville, -TN 
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Superfund Techn ical Ass istance : The Tennessee Experience 
State Prov i ding Superfund Techn ica l Ass i stance To Loc a l  
Governments 
J ames n .  Harless 
J ames n :· · Harless 
Superfund technical assistance: The Tennessee experience 
Ceanup ef the nation' s inactive hu· ardous substance sites, as man­dated under Superfund, requires a 
coordinated effort among federal. state 
and local governments. private industry 
and citiiens. Implementation of state and 
federal programs is a complex process, 
however, and such co rdination has not 
always been easy to achieve. 
Superfund sites com monly include 
abandoned dumps; former municipal or 
county disposal facilities that accepted 
h2Uardous wastes; inactive areas of exist­
ing disposal facilities; inactive lagoons at 
existing industrial facilities; contaminated 
groundwater/well areas; roadway and un­
paved areas covered with contaminated 
oils; properties where mixed chemicaV 
radioactive wastes have been improperly 
handled or disposed; and private or gov­
ernmental operations that handle halM­
dous material. or -generate h81ardous 
wastes. 
While the law requires the polluter to 
pay cleanup costs, it is often difficult to 
determine whether-to use state or federal 
_ Superfund dollars during investigation. In 
·addition, the sites frequently offer very _ 
dlmcult technical. engineering. political 
and public health challenges. 
In Tennessee, for example, the Huar­
dous Waste Management Act of 1983, 
informally referred to as the Tennessee 
Superfund Law, aims to (acilitate iden­
tification, investigation, containment and 
cleanup of inactive hazardous waste sites 
in the state. It parallels the federal Com­
prehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) 
or Superfund. approved by Congress in 
December 1980, but is intended to con­
centrate on those sites that would not rank 
high enough to be placed on the National 
Priority List. 
The law created a state Halardous 
Waste Remedial Action fund. with a mu­
imum fund balance of $ 5  million, and the 
Tennessee Department of Health and 
Environment has established regional field 
offices to implement the Superfund pro­
gram. 
Implementation can be a costly and 
time-consuming process. The initial site 
assessment phase typically will take three 
to six months and cost $ 10,000 to $50,000. 
The second phase, remedial investigation, 
takes about a year and may cost $50,000 
to $500,000, or even more. 
Remedial action, the third phase, usually 
is the most expensive. A typical Ten­
nessee State Superfund Site may cost as 
much as $2 million to clean up. The time 
required can be two to four yean, depend-
James D. Harless 
Ja.rnea D. Harle3& 
Key- to the ETAG mission­
is the coordination of 
pu hlic meetings to present 
and discuss remedial 
options with interested 
property owners, citizens 
and affected residents. 
Tw�way communication 
is a priority. 
ing on the site complexity. 
Fortunately. (or local officiala, help is 
available. On Oct. 1. 1986. the University 
of Tennessee's Institute for Public Ser­
vice was awarded an Environmental Man­
agement Technical Assistance Program 
grant from the Tennesaee Department of 
Health and Environment. With these funds, 
the Institute an d  ita agencies provide Ten­
nessee cities and CQlJDtiea with technical 
assistance on inactive huardous sub­
stance dump site cleanup in their respec­
tive jursidiction8.. 
In addition, the Institute (or Public 
Service has formed an Environmental 
Technical Assistance Group (ETAG) to 
serve both cities and counties. 
.Journal of F.nvirnnmpnt..AI HpAlt.h 
ETAG can assist with local projects 
upon request from the state health depart­
ment, from the city or county or from the 
project team itself. An ET AG team will 
carry out individual or group assignments, 
and its mem bers are av aila ble to work with 
community officials to address general or 
specific problems concerning h8.lardous 
waste cleanup. 
On any given project, ET AG may pro­
vide the following: 
• Technical assistance to local govern­
ments in obtaining answers concerning 
Superfund regulatioD8, program pro­
cedures and timetables; 
• Technical assistance to local govern­
ments in designing aod implementing 
community relations plans, including assis­
tance with public meetings, public notices, 
public hearings, press releases, news 
articles and talks to community groups; 
• Technical assistance to the Depart­
ment of Health and Environment in coor­
dinating and condu cting awareness and 
educational workshops concerning huar-
doUi waste cleanup; -
_ 
• Technical as8istan� to lpcal govern­
menta in methOds o( Searching for parties --. 
- with . potential responsibility (or ahan-
- doned huardous waste sites; 
• Assistance will be provided to the Ten­
nessee Municipal League and the Ten­
nessee County Services Association in thi 
development of appropriate policy to deal 
with future environmental issues. 
To enhance the mutual cooperation 
necessary to accomplish clean-up work, 
ETAG also will coordinate and (acilitate 
communicaton between atate and local 
officiala. 
Key to the ET AG mission is the coor­
dination of pu blic meetings to present and 
discuss remedial options with interested 
property owner� cituena and affected 
residenta. �way communication is a 
priority, and citUen opportunity for input 
is a primary goal of each meeting. An 
ETAG staff mem ber usually serves as 
moderator, unless a local official prefers 
to take that role. 
It is important to every community, 
large or small. to preserve and! or reclaim 
water, land and air that bas been threatened 
or contaminated by past disposal actions. 
When sites have been identified. remedial 
actions implemented and cleanups ac­
complished., all involved will feel they 
have done something to benefit both pre­
sent and future residents. 0 
James D. Harless is environmenU1l consul­
tant to the Univeristy of TeTl1J.e3Se 's En­
vironmental Technical Assistan« Group. 
Wh at damages are reco\' erable? 
( · F. R (  ' LA empowers local go\"ernment � t o  
recover damagE'S for injuries t o  the pu blic'  s 
interest s in all natural resources wit h in 
t ht'ir borders. inclu d i ng those ow ned pri­
\·at ely. Damages are not limited to t h e 
cos t s  of restoring or re p l a c i n g  inj u rt' d  
resources I traditional measures of damages in 
property damage cases) .  As a result, local 
governments are entitled to damages for 
injuries to pu blic lands. dri nking wat er 
supplies or any other pu bhc or privat e  
resou rce from which t h e  community de­
rives a benefit 
For exam ple, damages are recoverable 
for the loss of benefits the p u b lic would 
have received from direct use of the re­
sources - fishing, hu nting, hiking and 
swimming - and for loss of indirect bene­
fits, such as having the option to use the 
resource, presennng the resource for future 
generations, and simply knowin g  the re­
source exists. Measuring these damages 
can be expensive, bu t the damages are 
often subst antial and defendants are lia­
ble for the reasonable costs o f the d amage 
assessments. 
Congress mandated that damage re­
coveries be used to restore, replace or 
acquire the equivalent of injured natural 
_ resources. By taking the initiative, a local 
. government can assure that damage re­
coveries are used to restore the local en-
- vironment and benefit the community 
where environmental Injuries occurred 
What problems can be tackled? 
Problems that trigger local governments' 
authority to act include actual or threatened 
groundwater or surface water contamina­
tion, releases of chemical vapors into the 
air, and contamination of soils with metals. 
chemicals or radioactive substances. Such 
authority is not limited to sites identified 
by E PA on the National Priorities List and 
does not require prior approval by EPA or 
state governments. 
CERCLA's liability provisions reflect a 
fundamental policy determination by 
Congress that, regardless of traditional 
notions of fault. those res ponsible for the 
management and disposal of huardous 
substances - rather than the taxpay ers 
- should bear the costs of the needed 
cleanup. 
Thus, in enacting C E R C LA, Congre ss 
designated four broad cate gories of " re­
sponsible parties" - parties who. regard­
less of fault., are liable for environmental 
cleanups, governmental expenses  and 
natural resource damages. They in clude: 
current owners or operators of a site; a 
site's owners or operators at the time of 
disposal of halardous su bstances; an d 
persons who accepted substances for trans­
port to sites which they selected. 
Because of the broadly dermed classes 
of responsible parties, many C E RCLA 
January/February 1 989 
t'nforcement cases include mult iple  df>­
fendants .  alt hou gh t here IS  no req u i re­
ment t hat every' pot ent ia l  d e fendant b e  
m a d E'  a party t o  s u c h  a SUit .  At  a haL ardous 
waste landfilL for example.  the rost er  of 
responsible parties is l i kely to include pro­
perty owners. du mp operators and many 
transporters and generators. Even a smal l  
spill can give rise to  liab ility on t h e  part of  
a transporter and several gene rators. 
How is liability proven? 
C E R C LA makes proof of l iability eas ier 
t han under traditional theories. C E R C LA 
imposes lia bility regardless of fault; the 
government need not prove negligence or 
other wrongful condu ct Moreover, there 
is no need to " fingerprint" wastes and 
make a traditional showing of causation. 
In other words, it is unnecessary to p rove 
t hat the contamination can be traced back 
to each Clefendant's hSLardous su bstances. 
To e s t a bl ish l i a bi l i ty . a local �overn· 
ment need d e monstrate only t hat  t here 
has been a rel ease or t hr eatened re lease of 
a haLardous su bst anCE'. that th e d efe n­
dant  fal ls  wit hin one of t he categories of 
responsi ble part ies. and that some govern­
mental e x penses have been incurred in 
respo n d ing to the probl em. If these el e­
ments are satisfied and no defenses ap ply. 
the defendant is strictly liable for cleanup. 
expenses and damages. 
When t wo or more persons h ave con­
tri buted to a s ingle harm. each is liable 
under C E R C LA for all contamination at a 
site. C E R C L A  encourages a fair appor­
tionment of damages and costs by provid­
in g respons ible parties with legal recourse 
against one another to ensure that each 
pays its fair share. 
Is the expertise available? 
The com bined effect of co m plex statutes. 
WANTED 
Certified Hazardous ste. Specialists 
ous waste professionals 
ertified by NE�. 
� �,, �e . �!rd'>U are an employer or an 
p�ce-1NEHA certification is your 
ass�ce of professional quality. 
',0 4� �0 *Develo�d in 1987 by a grant/rom 
q"'O the U.S. Environmental Protection 
among their Agency 
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ltongthy administrat ive regulat ions. mul t i­
ple defendants and ext ensive discovery 
typ ically involved in environmental enfor­
ctoment cases may cause local officials to 
quest ion whether t hey have the resources 
and expertise to tackle yet another dif­
ficult problem. 
However. because C E RCLA and other 
statutes authorile recovery of costs, local 
governments may hire additional staff or 
emp loy specialiled outside counsel and 
expert consultants as needed In many 
cases, involvement of such outside help 
may be essential 
Over the last several years. environ­
mental litigation has become increasingly 
specialiled Defendants today draw upon 
a pool of sophisticated lawyers and con­
sultants - many of them former govern­
ment enforcers - with years of experience 
in litigation under CER�LA and other 
environmental statutes. Accordingly, local 
governm ents seeking to establish an en­
forcement presence should seriously con­
s ider  employing experienced outside 
counsel and technical experts. 
What it the government was at fault? 
It is generally advantageous to local govern­
ments to taj(e the lead in cleaning up tox ic 
pro blems. even if they are part ially res­
ponsib le  for creat ing the problem. When. 
for example.  a municipal landfill is leaking 
hai ardou5 chemic als or a county airport 
has been identified as the source of solvents 
in the groundwater. local governments may 
hav e two choices. 
They c an wait and risk becoming defen­
dants in an enforcement action brou ght by 
EP A. the state. neighboring landowners 
or citil en grou ps. Or they can initiate their 
own enforcem ent actions to recover the 
bulk of their cleanup costs and natural 
resource damages from generators and 
transporters of halardous su bstances or 
from operators of the offending facility. 
Taking the initiative carri e s  with it 
several strategic benefits. Local govern­
ments prosecuting enforcement actions 
exert maximum control over the p ace and 
manner of cleanu p, permitting them to 
keep an eye on costs while assuring full 
prote ction of the public and the environ­
ment Cleanup costs for which local govern­
ments ultimately are held liable may be at 
least partially offset by natural resource 
damages awarded to them. 
As a practical consideration, it is almost 
always less expensive to clean up contam.in& 
tion at the earliest possible opportunity, 
before it spreads. Th u s. t hto com m unity is 
better  served when t h e  c leanup is sp�ar. 
headed by local gov e rnment. even if that 
government itself is liable for some cl eanup 
costs. 
Conclusion 
Federal and state e nvironme ntal statutes 
create powerful tools for local governments 
to protect the pu blic and the environment 
from problems po s e d  by toxic and haiar­
dous substances. E nvironmental statutes 
empower local g o v e rnments to resol v e  
their problems on a local l eveL inst ead o f  
awaiting action fro m  E PA or the state. 
ensuring the predominance of local prior­
ities and values in environmental cleanup 
actions. 
Because local governments are entitled 
to recover t heir ex p e nses from polluters. 
the use of federal and state enforcement 
authorities is a realistic an d affordable 
option As a result. counties, municipalities 
and special districts have the authority 
and fmancial means to take the lead in 
protecting their communities' environ­
ments and economies and the quality of 
life. ::J 
Spend A Day With Us 
In Seattle at NEHA'S AEC 
Your invited 10 attend a special 
presentation of The Applied 
Foodservice Sanitation Course. 
This course is designed specifically 
for you as an anendee of the June 
NEHA meeting in Seattle. 
The Educational Foundat ion 
of The National Restaurant 
Association is providing an 
excellent opportunity for you to 
experience. fU'Sl hand. the course 
thai has been completed by over 
1 80,000 foodserv1ce professionals. 
AFS is used and accepted by more 
health jurisdictions than any other 
pogram offered. 
Thezefore, we've put together a 
special one day course featuring two 
of the best instructors in the 
country: 
Pa lll Martia.. Director of 
Educational Programs for The 
Educatio." Fou ndation of 
The National ReslaUrant 
Association and Dave McSwane, 
PhD from Indiana University. 
If you have canpleted the course in 
the past. it might be a good 
refresher. If you or your staff have 
food prognw responsibility. 
partic ipatioo in this condensed 
course should be on your "must do" 
list for this years Annual 
Educational Conference 
The course will. nm Saturday, June 
24, 1989 from 9:00a.m . to 
5:00p.m . . The cost is only $35.00 
with half of me rroceeds being 
donated to the NEHA Scholarship 
Fund 
Atft-Ddanr� will be limited on a first 
come firs( serve basis so reserve 
your SI*C today by calling IOU free 
1 ·800·511·  7 5 7 8 .  
Since this course req uires  a JR­
meeting study component., all 
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State Providing Superfund Technical 
Assistance to Local Govemments 
JAM ES D. HARLESS 
Mr. Harless is an Environmental Con­
sultant with The University of Tennessee , 
Institute for- Public ServicelMunicipC!l ­
Technical Advisory- Service, Environmen­
tal Technical Assistance Group, KnoxviHe, 
Tennessee. _ 
COMMUNITI E S  in Tennessee do not have to go it alone in- dealing 
with hazardous waste site clean-up . 
On October 1 ,  1986. The T ennessee 
Department of Health and Environ­
ment presente d an Environmental 
Management T echnical Assistance 
Program Grant to the University of 
Tennessee' s Institute for Public Serv­
ice . With these funds , the Institute 
and its age ncies  - inc l ud ing th e 
County Technical Assistance Service 
and The Municipal Technical Advi­
sory Service - provide Tennessee 
cities and county with technical assis­
tance on in active hazardous s u b­
stance dump site cleanup in their re­
spective jurisdictions . To assist in this 
effort,  the Institute fo rmed an En­
v i ron mental Techn ical  Assistance 
Group to serve both cities and coun­
ties. 
The Comprehensive Environmen­
tal Response , Compe nsatio n ,  and 
Liabil ity Act t C ERCLA ) or Super­
fund. was approved by Congress in 
December 1980 to address the clean­
up of inactive hazardous substance 
sites.  Most environmental protection 
programs affect ongoing activiti es  
whereas Superfund basically affects 
p ast actions . The liability provisions .  
60 
risk perceptions , extensive corrective 
requirements , and significant costs in 
time_ and d o l l a rs may mean t h a t  
Superfund could b e  one of t h e  most 
difficult tec hnica l problems facing 
those affected , inc l ud ing c ity and 
county gove rnments. 
The first five years of CE RCLA in- ­
volved about $600 million i n  -private 
party c lean-ups , 580 removal actions 
started at all sites , 470 completed 
re m e d i a l  i n v e s ti gation/fe a si b i l i ty 
studies. and 200 lawsu its filed by the 
government. By early 1985 the En­
vironmental Protection Agency said 
that it considered ten sites as clean ed 
up , but in l ate 1 986 Congress de­
manded more action.  
The Supe rfund Amendments and 
Reauthorization Act ( SARA) passed 
by Congress in Octobe r,  1986 is a 
five-year extension of CERCLA pro­
grams to c l e an up aband o n e d  
hazardous w aste sites. I t  is funded 
with $8. 5  billion and created a sepa­
rate half billion fund to clean up leak­
ing underground petroleum storage 
tanks. 
The new Supe rfund sets st ricte r 
remedial standards and will  increase 
the potential costs of clean-up . The 
impact of SARA is to continue the 
Superfund program and increase en­
forcement actions.  SARA will also in­
crease public and state involvement 
in the remed ial  proce ss, including 
program schedules and deadlines.  
Remedial  actions wi l l  ma te ria l iz e  
through the use o f  a n  administrative 
record . In general,  a hazardous mate-
rial is any substance that could d<£""11-
age public health or the environm£:�t 
if it is not handled properly . Hazc.:u­
o u s  mate rials  include th o se 51.:. 0 -
stances that are flamm a b l e ,  cor.o­
sive . reactive . or toxic. A hazard us 
waste is a hazardous mate rial that ::as 
been discarded . 
Most recent media attention c...ld 
government regulation has focu..'ed 
on hazardous wastes because o f mcnv 
reports of improper handling and �­
cause of the backlog of sites that need 
corrective action . However, there are 
f�r greater quantities of h�zard{}us 
materials being used in and tra'"lS­
ported through most - co m munir:es 
every day than there are hazardous 
waste sites with -varied quantities of 
materials. Ind ustry transports, uses.  
generates ,  treats , and disposes of  
large quantities of hazardous moee­
rials . 
The Tennessee Hazardous Waste 
Management Act of 1983. inforrn.GJy 
referred to as The Tennessee Super­
fund Law ,  went into effect on July 1 .  
1983. The Tennessee Department 
of Health and Environment has esLCO­
lished regional field offices to imp:e­
ment the Superfund progra m .  
T h e  major purpose o f  the law is :0 
facilitate identification, investigation. 
containment, and clean-up - incLd­
ing monitoring and maintenance - of 
inactive hazardous substance sites n 
Tenness e e .  T h e  act c r e at e d  L,e 
Hazardous Waste Remedial Act n 
fund for the state,  with a maxirn:..:m 
fund balance of $5 million. The SlG�e 
p ro g ram s o m e w hat p a ra l l e l s : � e  
Federal program , but the state ��l 
concentrate on clean-up of situatiGi."1.S 
that would not rank high enough to � 
p l ac e d  on the N ational  P r i or::v 
l Superfund) List. 
-
Tennessee Superfund sites incluce 
eight National Priority List sites / f',-e 
proposed additions), about 300 p�o­
posed l ist sites , 35 remedial acOon 
completed sites , and over 900 " S1.:5-
PUBLIC WORKS jor Marc h .  1989 
" .. 
pect" sites on the master list. A toll 
free hotline number is available for 
Tennessee residents. 
Direct Federal or state government 
action may take the following forms: 
site assessments , including field sam­
plin g of  soils , water, and involved 
wastes; immediate removals ,  when a 
prompt response is needed to prevent 
harm to the public health or welfare, 
or the environment; or planned re­
movals, when a quick , but not neces­
sarily immediate response �s needed. 
Remedia�actions are longer term and 
usually more e x pensive -and are 
aimed at permanent remedies. 
An important part of the Superfund . 
program is a coordinated effort · or­
F e d e ral , state , and local gove rn­
ments; private industry ; and citizens. ­
Implementation o f  Federal and state 
programs has been a rather complex 
effort . With the Federal and state 
governments committed to the objec­
tive that the polluter pays, deciding 
w h e n  to uti l ize F ed e r al or state 
Superfund dollars is not easy. In addi­
tion , the sites often offer very complex 
technical. engineering, politicaL and 
public health challenges. A very im­
portant part of the Superfund pro­
gram effort is to encourage voluntary 
clean-ups by private industries and 
individuals . or any other combination 
of those parties apparently responsi­
b l e .  Goals for Supe rfund include 
more money, more clean-ups , more 
settlements. and expanded public in­
volvement. 
Site activity is not inexpensive, as 
the following time and money esti­
mates show: 
• Phase One : Site assessment can 
take three to six months and may cost 
$10.000 to $50,000. 
• Phase Two: Remedial investiga­
tion can take about a year and may 
cost $50,000 to $500,000 or more . 
• Ph ase Three: Remedial action 
will be the most expensive part of the 
activity for most sites , with a N  ational 
Priority List cost that can approach $2 
to $10 million. A typical Tennessee 
State S u p e rfu nd site may cost  
$500,000 to $2 million . Time -required 
for Phase Three can be two to four 
years , depending on site complexity. 
Some of the most common sources 
for sites that might be potential candi­
dates as state or Federal Superfund 
sites indude the fo llowing: Aban­
doned d umps on farms or other prop­
e rties,  former municipal or county 
d i s p o s a l  facil i ties that accepted 
hazardous wastes, inactive areas of 
existing disposal facilities . inactive la­
goons at existing industrial plants� 
c o n t a m i n a t e d  groundwate r/well  
areas, road way and unpaved areas -
covered w i th con tamin ated oi ls , 
properties where mixed chemicals/ 
radioacti ve wastes have been im­
properly handled or disposed , and 
private or governmental operations 
that handle hazardous materials or 
generate hazardous wastes. 
The Environmental Technical As� 
sistance Group ( ETAG) can assist 
with local projects based on a request 
supplied to the team by the Tennes­
see Department of Health and Envi­
ronment ( TDHE ) .  upon the request of 
a city and/or county, or upon the in­
itiative of the project team itself. The 
ET AG team will carry out individual 
and group assignments and will work 
with community officials individually 
or in groups to address general or 
special problems concerning hazard­
ous w aste cleanup . ETAG will also 
coord inate and facilitate a variety of 
communication activities between 
TDHE and community officials to en­
h ance mutual cooperation in cleaning 
up hazardous waste site . 
To fu rther improve the ongoing 
need for community relations and in­
formation distribution concerning th e 
Supe rfund process , ETAG may im­
plement the following activities: 
• Technical assistance to local gov­
ernments in obtainin g answers con-
cerning Superfund regulations,  pro­
gram proced ures,  and timetables. 
• Technical assistance to local gov­
ernmen ts in designing and imple­
menting community relations plans, 
including help in providing informa­
tion concerning Superfund matters to 
their citizens , such as assistance with 
public notices, meetings ,  and hear­
ings , press releases, news articles, 
arid talks to community groups . 
• Technical assistance to TDHE in 
coordinating and conducting aware­
.n�ss and educational workshops con­
ce rning hazardous waste cleanup . 
• Technical assistance to local gov­
ernments in searching for pa rties with 
_potentiar r e s p o n sibil i ty fo r -aban - ·  
doned haza rdous waste sites. 
• Assistance will be provided to the 
Tennessee Municipal League and the 
Tennessee County Services Associa­
tion in developin g  appropriate policy 
to deal with future environmental is­
sues. 
An im portant aspect of our tech­
nical assistance is the coordination of 
public meetings to present and dis­
cuss remedial options with interested 
property owners ,  citizens,  and af­
fected residents . Two-way communi­
cation is a priority , with citizen input 
a primary goal of the meeting. A staff 
member of ET AG w i ll usually 
moderate a public me eting, unless 
local officials prefer to serve that role. 
ETAG also will help local go vern­
ments to set up an advisory board or 
committee so that a m ore fo rmal 
" local environ mental agenda" exists. 
In conclusion. the objective of the 
contract with the University .of Ten­
nessee' s Institute for Public Service is 
to prO\ide technical assistance and to 
deliver services to local governments 
to help assu re effective clean up of 
Superfu n d  ha z a rdous substance 
sites . thereby preserving and enhanc­
ing community environmental qua­
lity for present and future genera­
tions. 000 

